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JULY 2018
BLOODY SUNDAY
Ben Coes
The latest in the New York Times and USA Today bestselling Dewey Andreas series!
North Korea, increasingly isolated from most of the rest of the world, is led by an
absolute dictator and a madman with a major goal―he's determined to launch a nuclear
attack on the United States. While they have built, and continue to successfully test
nuclear bombs, North Korea has yet to develop a ballistic missile with the range
necessary to attack America. But their missiles are improving, reaching a point where the
U.S. absolutely must respond.
What the U.S. doesn't know is that North Korea has made a deal with Iran. In exchange
for effective missiles from Iran, they will trade nuclear triggers and fissionable material.
An exchange, if it goes through, that will create two new nuclear powers, both with
dangerous plans.
Dewey Andreas, still reeling from recent revelations about his own past, is ready to retire
from the CIA. But he's the only available agent with the skills to carry out the CIA's plan
to stop North Korea. The plan is to inject a singular designer poison into the head of the
North Korean military and in exchange for the nuclear plans, provide him with the one
existing dose of the antidote. But it goes awry when Dewey manages to inject a small
amount of the poison into himself. Now, to survive, Dewey must get into North Korea
and access the antidote and, while there, thwart the nuclear ambitions of both North
Korea and Iran. And he has less than 24 hours to do so…
Praise for Ben Coes:
“In the exciting seventh Dewey Andreas thriller, bestseller Coes pumps new energy into a familiar plot…Coes creates a
believable hero in Dewey, who’s almost superhuman but never a cartoon.” ―Publishers Weekly
“The pages fly, and the surprises are numerous. Coes is one of those few authors who knows how to turn the world of
black ops into compelling, realistic fiction, and he’s getting better and better.” – Booklist (starred review)
"Wildly entertaining... Coes takes a terrifyingly plausible scenario ― an Iran-North Korea deal that puts the U.S. in the
crosshairs ― and ratchets up the suspense with a countdown to annihilation. Dewey Andreas is the hero these times
demand, and Bloody Sunday is a heart-stopping thrill ride." ―Joseph Finder, New York Times bestselling author
of Suspicion and The Switch
“Terrific! A gripping story, compelling characters, a relentless pace, and nerve-wracking suspense.” ―Vince Flynn
“High concept meets high octane…Envision Clancy, Forsyth, and le Carre all writing in their prime…then kick in the
booster…Coes blows the competition away.” ―Brad Thor
Ben Coes is the New York Times bestselling author of
international espionage thrillers. Before writing his first
novel, Power Down, he worked at the White House under
two presidents and was a Fellow at the John F. Kennedy
School of Government. He lives with his wife and four
children in Wellesley, Massachusetts and is currently
working on the beginning of an exciting new series.
Rights sold: UK (digital)/Canelo
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St. Martin’s Press
400 pages
Chalberg & Sussman
Book available

AUGUST 2019
STOLEN THINGS
RH Herron
"Mama? Help me."

Cover
Reveal
To
Come

Laurie Ahmadi has worked as a 911 police dispatcher in her quiet Northern
California town for seventeen years, ever since a violent incident convinced her
that she wasn't made to be a cop. She considers the department her family; her
husband, Omid, is its first Arab-American chief, and their teenaged daughter Jojo
has grown up surrounded by cops, EMTs, and dispatchers. So when Laurie
catches a 911 call and, to her horror, it's Jojo, the whole department springs into
action.
Jojo, drugged, disoriented, and in pain, doesn't remember how she ended up at the
home of Kevin Leeds, a pro-football player famous for his on-the-field activism
and his work with the CapB--"Citizens Against Police Brutality"-movement. Then
the police find a body at the house, too--Kevin's trainer, who's been beaten to
death.
And they learn that Jojo's best friend, Harper, who was with her earlier in the
evening, never made it home. When Jojo's rape kit comes back positive, the case
seems straightforward--Kevin Leeds hates cops and did all of this on behalf of
CapB. But Jojo insists that Kevin wouldn't hurt her, or anyone. When Jojo finds a
hidden file of photos of Harper in compromising positions with older men, all of
them cops, both Laurie and Jojo begin to realize that everything they thought they
could rely on is in question. They can't trust anyone to find Harper--except
themselves.

Stolen Things is the first suspense novel by R.H.
Herron, the pseudonym of an author who lives and
teaches writing in California. For seventeen years she
worked as a 911 fire/medical dispatcher, and this book
is inspired by actual events. She lives with her wife,
three dogs, and two cats in Oakland.
UK rights: Dutton
Translation: Hodgman Literary
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Dutton
384 pages
Einstein Literary
Manuscript available

OCTOBER 2018
THE KENNEDY DEBUTANTE
Kerri Maher
A riveting novel following the exploits of Kathleen ‘Kick’ Kennedy, the little
known and rebellious daughter of America’s royal family
London, 1938. Eighteen year old Kathleen “Kick” Kennedy is the effervescent ItGirl of the debutante season, the sought-after daughter of the American
Ambassador and sister of future US President John F. Kennedy. Like her older
brother Jack, who also wins smiles and friends wherever he goes, there’s something
special about Kick even among the talented Kennedy brood.
Kick moves in rarified circles – dancing and drinking champagne and attending the
horse races with nobility. But she wants more than popularity—she wants to be her
own person, to shape an identity separate from that of her famous family. Then she
meets Billy Hartington, the future Duke of Devonshire.
Though initially reticent, the tall, handsome man sweeps Kick off her feet, but the
obstacles to their love are many. Kick is a self-proclaimed triple threat--American,
Catholic, and of Irish descent--all unacceptable to such a traditional family as
Billy's. And as WWII looms, she is ripped away from the country she has grown to
love and the man who has stolen her heart.
Returning to the States, Kick throws herself into making a difference. Becoming a
journalist gives her a voice--and a chance to step out of the shadows of her
accomplished brothers, including the charismatic Jack. Then as America is drawn
into the war, Kick will discover where her true loyalties lie--with family or with
love...
Early Praise:
“An outstanding deep dive into a fascinating person and time. For fans of The Crown, the riveting story of a headstrong
American girl captivated by a dashing British aristocrat. I’m blown away.”—Fiona Davis, author of The Masterpiece
“The Kennedy Debutante is a vivid and engrossing portrayal of the fascinating life of Kathleen “Kick” Kennedy. Maher
offers a dazzling glimpse of London society filled with a rich, nuanced, and infamous cast of characters alongside a
poignant depiction of the emotional cost of war. A stunning debut!” - Chanel Cleeton, author of Next Year in Havana
"Maher beautifully mixes the red-blooded American iconography of the Kennedys with the delicious and Downton Abbeyesque grandeur of Britain's upper crusts. The little-known but indomitable Kathleen 'Kick' Kennedy gives readers a
powerful entry into a fleeting, war-time world that they won't wish to leave. Maher's heroine proves a poignant and
captivating subject, and her story will make your heart lurch in the best possible ways.” - Allison Pataki, New York
Times bestselling author of The Accidental Empress
Kerri Maher holds an MFA in Fiction from Columbia
University where she was also a grad student instructor in
the Undergraduate Writing Program, and later as a
professor at Fairleigh Dickinson University. She is the
author of the memoir This Is Not A Writing Manual and is
the founder of YARN, the Young Adult Review Network,
an award-winning journal of YA literature. This is her first
novel and the first book of a two-book deal.
UK rights: Berkley
Translation: Hodgman Literary
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Berkley
384 pages
Innisfree Literary
Galley available

FEBRUARY 2018
THE GLASS FOREST
Cynthia Swanson
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Bookseller comes a gripping
literary suspense novel set in the 1960s about a deeply troubled family and three
women who will reveal its dark truths.
In the autumn of 1960, Angie Glass is living an idyllic life in her Wisconsin hometown.
At twenty-one, she’s married to charming, handsome Paul, and has just given birth to a
baby boy. But one phone call changes her life forever.
When Paul’s niece, Ruby, reports that her father, Henry, has committed suicide, and that
her mother, Silja, is missing, Angie and Paul drop everything and fly to the small upstate
town outside of New York City to be by Ruby’s side.
Angie thinks they’re coming to the rescue of Paul’s grief-stricken young niece, but Ruby
is a composed and enigmatic seventeen-year-old who resists Angie’s attempts to nurture
her. As Angie learns more about the complicated Glass family, staying in Henry and
Silja’s eerie and ultra-modern house on the edge of the woods, she begins to question the
very fabric of her own marriage.
Through Silja’s flashbacks, Angie’s discovery of astonishing truths, and Ruby’s strategic
dissection of her parents’ state of affairs, a story of love, secrets, and ultimate betrayal is
revealed.
Praise:
“On the heels of a stunning debut, this outstanding psychological thriller is a triumph. Swanson is a name to be considered
among the likes of Gillian Flynn, Chris Pavone, and Laura Lippman." – Library Journal (starred review)
“Swanson follows her bestselling debut, The Bookseller, with a stunning suspense novel set in 1960…. Swanson uses
exquisitely rendered characters and an intricately woven plot to explore the cultural and political fallout of WWII, as well as
the changing role and limited rights of women in the mid–20th century. This intoxicating slow burn builds to a conclusion
rife with shocking reveals.” – Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“Richly atmospheric and beautifully detailed, The Glass Forest is a suspenseful literary tale of love and betrayal, marriage
and motherhood that unfolds from the perspectives of three very different women during a unique time in history, which is
as much about the secrets these women kept from each other, as it is about the truths they kept from themselves.”
- Kimberly McCreight New York Times bestselling author of Reconstructing Amelia and Where They Found Her
Cynthia Swanson is a writer and a mid-century modern designer.
She has published short fiction in 13th Moon, Kalliope, and
Sojourner, among other periodicals. Her story in 13th Moon was
a Pushcart Prize nominee. She lives in Denver, Colorado, with
her husband and three children and is the author of The
Bookseller which was recently optioned for film by Julia Roberts
and has sold almost 100,000 copies in the US alone.

Touchstone
256 pages
Einstein Literary Management
Book available

Rights sold: Czech/Dobrovsky; French/Presses de la Cite; German/Diana Verlag; Hungarian/Gabo Kiado;
Polish/Wydawnictwo Kobiece; Russian/AST; Turkish/Marti
Rights to THE BOOKSELLER: UKANZ/Two Roads; Arabic/ASP; Bulgarian/ERA Media; Chinese (simplified)/BWHT;
Chinese (complex)/Crown; Czech/Dobrovsky; Estonian/Eram Books; French/Mosaic; German/Diana Verlag;
Hebrew/Ahavot; Hungarian/Gabo Kiado; Italian/Garzanti; Polish/Wydawnictwo Kobiece; Portuguese (Brazil)/Companhia
das Letras; Portuguese (Portugal)/Bertrand; Russian/AST; Turkish/Marti Yayinlari
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AUGUST 2018
IMPLANTED
Lauren C Teffeau
The data stored in her blood can save a city on the brink... or destroy it, in this
gripping cyberpunk thriller
When college student Emery Driscoll is blackmailed into being a courier for a
clandestine organisation, she's cut off from the neural implant community which
binds the domed city of New Worth together.
Her new masters exploit her rare condition which allows her to carry encoded data in
her blood, and train her to transport secrets throughout the troubled city. New Worth
is on the brink of Emergence - freedom from the dome - but not everyone wants to
leave.
Then a data drop goes bad, and Emery is caught between factions: those who want
her blood, and those who just want her dead.

Praise:
“Implanted takes readers to the bleeding edge of a hopeful future and dives headlong into the risks required to make that
future real. Emery is a character I loved from the start for her skills and flaws both, and Teffeau takes this ultra-high-tech
future to new heights and depths with incredible skill. Such a great adventure!” – Fran Wilde, Hugo and Nebula finalist
and Andre Norton-winning author of The Bone Universe series
“Futuristic intrigue solidly rooted in intricate, multi-level worldbuilding spiced with just a touch of romance singles
Lauren C Teffeau’s Implanted out from the cyberpunk pack." - Jane Lindskold, New York Times bestselling author
of Through Wolf’s Eyes
“Imaginative and thrilling, Implanted features a truly unique premise, characters you’ll want to root for, and a
fascinating, fully-realized future.” - Lori M Lee, author of Gates of Thread and Stone and The Infinite
"Entertaining and scary...an intriguing tale of life in the automated cities of the future." - S.M. Stirling, New York
Times bestselling author of The Sky-Blue Wolves and The Black Chamber
Lauren C Teffeau was born and raised on the East Coast,
educated in the South, and employed in the Midwest.
Lauren now lives and dreams in the southwestern United
States. When she was younger, she poked around in the
back of wardrobes, tried to walk through mirrors, and
always kept an eye out for secret passages, fairy rings, and
messages from aliens. She is a member of Critical Mass,
an invitation-only critique group of professional-level
speculative fiction writers based in New Mexico. She is
also a full member of Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers
of America, Romance Writers of America, and the Land
of Enchantment Romance Authors. IMPLANTED is her
first novel.
UK rights: Angry Robot
Translation: Hodgman Literary
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Angry Robot
400 pages
Chalberg & Sussman
Book available

MAY 2018
BEAUTIFUL MUSIC
Michael Zadoorian
Set in early 1970s Detroit, a racially divided city still reeling from its violent riot of 1967,
Beautiful Music is the story of one young man’s transformation through music. Danny
Yzemski is a husky, pop radio-loving loner, balancing a dysfunctional home life with the
sudden harsh realities of freshman year at a high school market by racial turbulence.
But after tragedy strikes the family, Danny’s mother becomes increasingly erratic and
angry about the seismic cultural shifts unfolding around the world. As she soldiers on with
the help of Librium, highballs, and breakfast cereal, Danny soon discovers rock music
and, in particular, the drum and guitar-heavy songs of Michigan legends like the MC5 and
Iggy Pop, finding reason to carry on.
In the vein of Nick Hornby and Tobias Wolff – yet with a style very much Zadoorian’s
own – Beautiful Music is a touching story about the power of music and its ability to save
one’s soul.
Praise:
“With its echoes of works by Nick Hornby and Stephen Chbosky, Zadoorian’s ebullient novel is full of energy, pain,
growth, and great music.” – Publishers Weekly
“How do we find soul-saving comfort in moments when deep personal loneliness coincides with a world gone increasingly
mad? This question is at the heart of Beautiful Music, Michael Zadoorian’s funny and melancholic novel.” —Dean
Bakopoulos, author of Summerlong
"This affectionate, nostalgic novel about a sometimes-troubled teen is a crossover delight with appeal to both adults and
teens."--Booklist
“A sweet and endearing coming-of-age tale measured in album tracks.” – Wall Street Journal
Michael Zadoorian is the author of the critically-praised
The Leisure Seeker, now being made into a film starring
Donald Sutherland and Helen Mirren (Sony Pictures),
Second Hand, and the short story collection, The Lost
Tiki Palaces of Detroit. He is a recipient of the Kresge
Artist Fellowship in the Literary Arts, the Columbia
University Anahid Literary Award, the Michigan
Notable Book award and the Great Lakes Colleges
Association New Writers Award. His work has
appeared in The Literary Review, Beloit Fiction
Journal, American Short Fiction, Witness, Great Lakes
Review, North American Review.

Akashic Books
340 pages
Jud Laghi Agency
Book available

Rights sold: French/Fleuve Editions; Greek/Haramada; Italian/Marcos Y Marcos
UK rights: Akashic Books
Rights sold to THE LEISURE SEEKER: UK, Australian/HarperCollins; Czech/HarperCollins; Danish, Finnish,
Norwegian, Swedish/Harper Nordic; Dutch/ HarperCollins; French/Fleuve Noir; German/ HarperCollins; Hebrew/Dani
Books; Italian/Marcos y Marcos; Hungarian/Mira; Japanese/Tokyo Sogensha; Korean/Sigongsa; Polish/ HarperCollins;
Portuguese; HarperCollins; Spanish/ HarperCollins
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SEPTEMBER 2018
NOT OUR KIND
Kitty Zeldis
A gripping commercial novel that tackles the question "what does friendship mean
- and how far does it go - in a world that disdains outsiders".
New York, June, 1947. When Patricia Bellamy’s taxi collides with Eleanor Moskowitz’s
one rainy morning on Manhattan’s Upper East Side, the accident seems fated. Eleanor, a
teacher and recent Vassar graduate who lives above her mother’s Second Avenue hat
shop, is recently out of a job; Patricia's thirteen-year-old daughter Margaux, recovering
from polio, needs a private tutor.
Feeling a kinship with Margaux, if not with the rarefied and elegant Park Avenue world
the Bellamys inhabit, Eleanor takes the job, filling the bright young girl’s mind with
Shakespeare and Latin. Her mother’s disapproval notwithstanding, she takes pride in her
work and looks forward to it, even if she has to use the name “Moss” to enter
their restricted doorman building each morning
Things are going so well, in fact, that at the start of summer, Eleanor accompanies
Patricia, her husband Wynn, and Margaux to their country home in a small town in
Connecticut. Once they arrive, they’re joined by Patricia’s unreliable, bohemian brother,
Tom, recently returned from Europe, and Eleanor feels an instant connection to him.
Flushed with new romance and increasingly attached to her young pupil, Eleanor starts to
feel more at home in the Bellamys’ circle. As the summer wears on, the two women’s
friendship grows—until one hot summer evening, a line is crossed, and both Eleanor and
Patricia will have to make important decisions that have reverberating effects.
Gripping and vividly told, Not Our Kind looks at two women on the cusp of change—
and asks how much our identities can and should define us.
Praise:
“Rich, evocative, and atmospheric, Not Our Kind by Kitty Zeldis is the story of two very different women whose chance
meeting changes both their lives in the late 1940s New York. Zeldis weaves a beautifully written story not only about class
and women’s roles, but also about love, friendship, motherhood, and coming of age. I was absolutely captivated by this
stunning historical novel.”– Jillian Cantor, author of Margot and The Lost Letter
“Zeldis has written a powerful and page-turning account of what happens when Eleanor--smart, beautiful, and Jewish--is
employed as a tutor by the troubled Bellamy family, and finds herself out of place in their world. Can the fox and the hound
ever truly be friends? This engaging novel succeeds in putting a fresh, feminine spin on that question.” – Suzanne Rindell,
author of The Other Typist and Eagle & Crane
“Kitty Zeldis is one of those rare writers who doesn’t just weave a story, she creates a world. In this case, 1947 New York - vivid, dazzling, challenging -- where a young Jewish woman dares to cross the line into the land of WASP privilege, with
unexpected results. With deeply human characters and resonant themes, Not Our Kind kept me reading well into the night.”
– Jennie Fields, author of Lily Beach, Crossing Brooklyn Ferry, and The Age of Desire
“Kitty Zeldis shakes open a map of postwar New York City and draws the reader right down onto its streets and into the
lives of the women who walk them. Her characters button up their coats and march their way through that decade’s
particular disasters—the polio epidemic, religious prejudice, class divisions, generalized misogyny—determined to locate
power and happiness for themselves and the ones they love. Not Our Kind is a beautiful and compelling read.” – Adrienne
Sharp, author of The Magnificent Esme Wells
HarperCollins
About th
Kitty Zeldis, a native New Yorker, lives in Brooklyn. Not
352 pages
Our Kind is her first novel.
Einstein Literary Management
Book available
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AUGUST 2019
HERE THERE ARE MONSTERS
Amelinda Bérubé
The Blair Witch Project meets Imaginary Girls in this story of sisterhood turned
toxic, imaginary monsters brought to life, and secrets that won't stay buried.
Sixteen-year-old Skye is done playing the knight in shining armor for her insufferable
younger sister, Deirdre. Moving across the country seems like the perfect chance to start
over. Maybe even build a normal life.

Cover
Reveal
To
Come

In their isolated new neighborhood, Skye manages to fit in, but Deirdre withdraws from
everyone, becoming fixated on the swampy woods behind their house and building
monstrous sculptures out of sticks and bones.
Then Deirdre disappears.
And when something awful comes scratching at Skye’s window in the middle of the
night, claiming she's the only one who can save Deirdre, Skye knows she will stop at
nothing to bring her sister home.

Praise for THE DARK BENEATH THE ICE:
“Fun frights and a well-constructed haunting....it's Black Swan meets Carrie" - Kirkus
"A sinister exploration of self-doubt, internalized hatred, trust, and a romantic awakening....well crafted and
unsettling...ideal for teenage fans of supernatural thrillers." – Booklist
“The book’s haunting, waterlogged atmosphere and Marianne’s psychological turmoil will build an effective and
growing sense of dread in readers…the events of the book are appropriately creepy and at times nail-biting.” – School
Library Journal

Amelinda Bérubé has been a writer and editor with a small
department in the Canadian public service since 2008. She
holds a Bachelor of Humanities from Carleton University and
a Master of Arts from McGill and is the author of The Dark
Beneath The Ice (2018).

UK rights: SourceBooks Fire
Translation: Hodgman Literary
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Sourcebooks Fire
Young Adult
236 pages
Chalberg & Sussman
Manuscript available

SEPTEMBER 2018
SUMMER BIRD BLUE
Akemi Dawn Bowman
A mixed race teen struggles to find her way back to her love of music in the wake of
her sister’s tragic death in this incisive, lyrical novel that’s perfect for fans of Nicola
Yoon and Jennifer Niven, by the author of William C. Morris Award
finalist Starfish.
Rumi Seto spends a lot of time worrying she doesn’t have the answers to everything.
What to eat, where to go, whom to love. But there is one thing she is absolutely sure of—
she wants to spend the rest of her life writing music with her younger sister, Lea.
Then Lea dies in a car accident, and her mother sends her away to live with her aunt in
Hawaii while she deals with her own grief. Now thousands of miles from home, Rumi
struggles to navigate the loss of her sister, being abandoned by her mother, and the
absence of music in her life. With the help of the “boys next door”—a teenage surfer
named Kai, who smiles too much and doesn’t take anything seriously, and an eightyyear-old named George Watanabe, who succumbed to his own grief years ago—Rumi
attempts to find her way back to her music, to write the song she and Lea never had the
chance to finish.
Aching, powerful, and unflinchingly honest, Summer Bird Blue explores big truths about
insurmountable grief, unconditional love, and how to forgive even when it feels
impossible.
Praise:
“Will leave readers breathless.” —Booklist, starred review
“A strikingly moving book about teenage grief.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review
“Achingly beautiful and exquisitely crafted, Summer Bird Blue is an emotionally raw and utterly honest story about loss,
about hope, and about finding the courage to sing your own song. Akemi Dawn Bowman's writing is lyrical and full of
life.” —Samira Ahmed, New York Times bestselling author of Love, Hate & Other Filters
“Summer Bird Blue brings us the gift of Rumi, unflinchingly honest in herself, her music and the ways she loves and
doesn’t. I got (sobbingly) lost in the rhythms of this beautiful exploration of what it means to grieve when you haven’t
figured out who you are or your place in the world. With a Hawaiian setting so vividly alive that it becomes essential to
Rumi’s healing, this is a gut-wrenching, must-read novel.” —S.K. Ali, award-winning author of Saints and Misfits
"A beautifully complex exploration of grief, guilt, and the healing power of art and friendship. Akemi Dawn
Bowman’s Summer Bird Blue will make your heart ache and leave your soul hopeful.” —Ashley Herring Blake, author
of Suffer Love and Girl Made of Stars
Akemi Dawn Bowman is the author of Morris Award finalist
Starfish. She also served in the US Navy for five years and has
a BA in social sciences from UNLV. Originally from Las
Vegas, she currently lives in England with her family.

Simon Pulse
Young Adult
384 pages
Empire Literary
Books available

Rights sold: UKANZ/Black & White Publishing; Croatian/Fokus
Rights sold to STARFISH: UKANZ/Black & White Publishing; French/Pocket Jeunesse; Latin America/V&R
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AUGUST 2017
SLEEPER
Mackenzie Cadenhead
Sarah’s dreams are everyone else’s nightmares in this thriller that perfectly
combines Inception and Heathers
As if surviving high school wasn't hard enough, Sarah Reyes suffers from REM Sleep
Behavior Disorder, a parasomnia that causes her to physically act out her dreams. When
she almost snaps her friend's neck at a sleepover, Sarah and her nocturnal habits are
thrust into the spotlight and she becomes a social pariah, complete with public
humiliation.
When an experimental drug comes onto the market that promises nighttime normalcy,
Sarah agrees to participate in the trial. At first, she seems to be cured. Then the side
effects kick in. Why does a guy from her nightmare show up at school? Are the eerily
similar dreams she's sharing with her classmates' coincidence or of her making? Is she
losing her mind or does this drug offer way more than sleep?

Praise:
"Both savvy and vulnerable, Sarah draws readers in with her dry wit as she laments her fall from social grace. Well-placed
social media and pop-culture references further anchor them in Sarah's increasingly surreal world. The paranormal
elements of the story are suspenseful and surprising." - Kirkus
"Thrilling. Sleeper is entirely enthralling, with twists and layers that race through to the end." - Foreword Reviews
"The dream scenes are vivid, fast paced, and exhilarating, filled with monsters, both human and otherwise... romance
buffs who like their love complicated, a little ugly, and very sexy may appreciate Sarah and Wes' powerful if flawed
connection.” - Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books

MacKenzie Cadenhead is the author of the middle grade novel
Sally’s Bones (Sourcebooks Jabberwocky) which received rave
reviews from both Kirkus and Booklist, comparing her work to
Neil Gaiman and Tim Burton. Formerly an editor for Marvel
Comics, MacKenzie developed award-winning young adult
graphic novels such as Runaways, an ALA Top Ten Best Books
for Young Adults. She currently writes picture books for various
Nickelodeon franchises. She has a BA in English from
Haverford College, an MFA in Dramaturg y from Brooklyn
College, and studied child development and literature at the
Bank Street College of Education.

Rights sold: Czech/Dobrovsky; Russian/AST; Spanish/Penguin Random House
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SourceBooks
Young Adult
272 pages
Chalberg & Sussman
Books available

MARCH 2019
A QUESTION OF HOLMES (Book 4, The Charlotte Holmes Series)
Brittany Cavallaro
The exciting final book in the New York Times bestselling Charlotte Holmes series
*series has sold almost 200,000 copies in the US!!*
Charlotte Holmes and Jamie Watson think they’re finally in the clear. They’ve left
Sherringford School—and the Moriartys—behind for a pre-college summer program at
Oxford University. A chance to start from scratch and explore dating for the first time,
while exploring a new city with all the freedom their program provides.
But when they arrive, Charlotte is immediately drawn into a new case: a series of
accidents have been befalling the members of the community theater troupe in Oxford,
and now, on the eve of their production of Hamlet, they’re starting all over again.
What once seemed like a comedy of errors is now a race to prevent the next tragedy—
before Charlotte or Jamie is the next victim.

Praise for the Charlotte Holmes series:
“A thrilling twist on a classic. Readers will be pulled in by both the riveting mystery and Charlotte Holmes, a brilliant
heroine with secrets of her own.” - Maureen Johnson, New York Times bestselling author of the Shades of London series
"Beautiful prose, thrilling action, a touch of romance, and two complicated heroes to root for make this a not-to-be-missed
sequel. Readers will be craving the final book in the trilogy." - Booklist (starred review)
“This series is entirely un-put-downable. “ - Voya
“Cavallaro’s crackling dialogue, well-drawn characters, and complicated relationships make this feel like a seamless and
sharp renewal of Doyle’s series. An explosive mystery featuring a dynamic duo.” - Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
Brittany Cavallaro is a poet, fiction writer, and old-school
Sherlockian. She is the New York Times bestselling author of the
Charlotte Holmes books including A Study in Charlotte, The
Last of August, and The Case for Jamie. She is also the author of
the poetry collection Girl-King and is the recipient of a National
Endowment for the Arts fellowship. She earned her BA in
literature from Middlebury College and her MFA in poetry from
the University of Wisconsin–Madison. She lives in Michigan.

Katherine Tegen Books
Young Adult
336 pages
Chalberg & Sussman
Manuscript available: October
2018

Rights sold to the Charlotte Holmes series (Books 1-3): Chinese (complex)/Faces; Chinese (simplified)/Trustbridge
(Book 1); French/Pocket Jeunesse; Georgian/Palitra L Publishing (Book 1); German/DTV; Japanese/Take Shobo;
Portuguese (Brazil)/Rocco; Turkish/Ithaki Yayinlari
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THE CHARLOTTE HOLMES SERIES
Book 1: A Study in Charlotte
Book 2: The Last of August
Book 3: The Case for Jamie
Brittany Cavallaro

2016
2017
2018

In this action-packed, New York Times bestselling series, Charlotte Holmes – a descendant of Sherlock Holmes – and
Jamie Watson - a descendant of John Watson – find themselves teamed up when a student turns up dead at their elite
boarding school. Crimes follow them to Europe, Berlin, and London, and they begin to discover the only person they can
trust is each other.
Rights sold to the Charlotte Holmes series (Books 1-3): Chinese (complex)/Faces; Chinese (simplified)/Trustbridge
(Book 1); French/Pocket Jeunesse; Georgian/Palitra L Publishing (Book 1); German/DTV; Japanese/Take Shobo;
Portuguese (Brazil)/Rocco; Turkish/Ithaki Yayinlari
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FALL 2019
HELLO GIRLS
Brittany Cavallaro and Emily Henry
From critically acclaimed authors Brittany Cavallaro and Emily Henry comes a
powerful, page-turning teen novel about two teenage girls who have had enough of
the controlling men in their lives—and take their rage on the road to make a new
life for themselves.

Cover
Reveal
To
Come

Best friends are forged by fire. For Winona Olsen and Lucille Pryce, that fire happened
the night they met outside the police station—both deciding whether to turn their
families in.
Winona has been starving for life in the seemingly perfect home that she shares with her
seemingly perfect father, celebrity weatherman Stormy Olsen. No one knows that he
locks the pantry door to control her eating and leaves bruises where no one can see them.
Lucille has been suffocating beneath the needs of her mother and her drug-dealing
brother, wondering if there’s more out there for her than disappearing waitress tips and
generations of barely getting by.
One harrowing night, Winona and Lucille realize they can’t wait until graduation to start
their new lives. They need out. Now. All they need is three grand, fast. And really, a
stolen convertible to take them from Michigan to Las Vegas can’t hurt.
A darkly funny, razor-sharp collaboration between Brittany Cavallaro and Emily
Henry, Hello Girls is the unforgettable story of two girls who are filled with equal parts
rage and love—and must reclaim their power if they are ever going to get away with
their daring escape.

Brittany Cavallaro is a poet, fiction writer, and old-school
Sherlockian. She is the author of the bestselling YA ‘Charlotte
Holmes’ series and is the recipient of a National Endowment for
the Arts fellowship. Currently, she’s a PhD candidate in English
literature at the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee.

Emily Henry is the author of The Love That Split the
World and A Million Junes. She is a full-time writer,
proofreader, and donut connoisseur. She studied creative writing
at Hope College and the New York Center for Art & Media
Studies.
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Katherine Tegen Books
Young Adult
300 pages
Chalberg & Sussman
Manuscript available

MAY 2019
MERGED
Jim Kroepfl and Stephanie Kroepfl
Seven of our country’s most gifted teens will become Nobels, hosts for the
implantation of brilliant Mentor minds, in an effort to accelerate human progress.
But as the line between what’s possible and what’s right, draws ever blurrier, the
teens discover everything has a cost.
Scientists have created an evolved form of living known as Merged Consciousness,
and sixteen-year-old Lake finds herself unable to merge with her Mentor.
Lake, the Nobel for Chemistry and Orfyn, the Nobel for Art, are two from
among the inaugural class of Nobels, and with the best intent and motivation. But
when Stryker, the Nobel for Peace, makes them question the motivation of the
scientists behind the program, their world begins to unravel.
As the Nobels work to uncover the dark secrets of the program’s origins,
everyone's a suspect and no one can be trusted, not even the other Nobels.
As the Mentors begin to take over the bodies and minds of the Nobels, Lake
and Orfyn must find a way to regain control before they lose all semblance or
memory of their former selves.

Jim and Stephanie Kroepfl are a husband-and-wife team
who write young adult novels from their Rocky Mountain
cabin in Grand Lake, Colorado. Their short stories and
articles have been published in literary journals in the
U.S. and England, and they have won numerous writers’
conference awards. One of their young adult stories was
recently selected to be produced in audio by Soundwork
in the U.K. Stephanie also writes a regular column
for The Boardwalk newspaper.
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Month9
Young Adult
288 pages
Thompson Literary
Manuscript available

JANUARY 2019
RANSACKER
Emmy Laybourne
In this compusively readable YA Fantasy―and sequel to Berserker by Emmy
Laybourne―romance, intrigue, and danger draw readers to the incredible
conclusion of this unforgettable duology, from the author of the Monument 14
series.
Rare powers. Precious metals. Deadly greed.
Sissel Hemstad and her siblings have been living peacefully in a small town in Montana,
trying to blend-in and escape the violent events that haunt them, but they’ve all been
tricked -- James Peavy, the handsome young man courting Sissel is secretly a Pinkerton
spy.
The Hemstads possess supernatural powers bestowed upon their family by the ancient
Norse gods. Now Sissel, the youngest at 16, discovers her gift: she is a Ransacker. She
can find gold and other precious metals and pull them to her. Hers is an awesome and
dangerous gift.
If James discovers her secret, he will undoubtedly report back to his boss, the ruthless
Baron Fjelstad who wants desperately to control the Hemstads. But James is not the only
person interested in Sissel. She’s also caught the attention of a local mine owner, Isaiah
McKray. He is convinced Sissel has a lucky touch when it comes to finding gold.
Sissel is torn between the two men, both determined to have her secrets. With betrayal
lurking around every corner, Sissel must tread carefully. Harnessing her powers could
summon great fortune… or doom them all.
Praise for the BERSERKER duology:
"Emmy Labourne deftly melds Viking lore with the American West and creates something wholly new, a journey filled
with heart-pounding suspense and surprising tenderness. Loved!" ―Danielle Paige, New York Times–bestselling author of
the Dorothy Must Die series
"Startlingly original, unputdownable, and electrifying." ―Kass Morgan, author of the New York Times bestseller The 100
"A completely winning, romantic, and heart-wrenching historical fantasy. Your pulse will race from page one of this rich,
rugged adventure of a book." ―Alyson Noel, New York Times-bestselling author of The Immortals series
"Berserker embraces the beautiful brutality of both Viking lore and Frontier tales, and it does so without resorting to tired
tropes or toxic masculinity. This is a brilliantly unexpected fusion of cowboys and old gods―intense and gritty and yet
surprisingly tender―but the real strength of Emmy Laybourne's writing is that, for all their superhuman abilities, her
characters are so very human." ―William Ritter, author of the New York Times-bestselling Jackaby series
Emmy Laybourne is the author of Berserker, Sweet and the
Monument 14 series which The New York Times called
“frighteningly real” and which has sold over 250,000 copies
worldwide.
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Feiwel & Friends
Young Adult
448 pages
Einstein Literary Management
Galley available

AUGUST 2018
A DOG IN KING ARTHUR’S COURT (Cavall in Camelot #1)
Audrey Mackaman
With a blend of history and myth with original adventure, author Audrey
Mackaman gracefully introduces young readers to the exciting and magical world
of Camelot from the point of view of this eager and dedicated young dog.
In Camelot, King Arthur’s dog encounters a world of danger and magic…
Follow Cavall as he embarks on a quest that will put the unbreakable bond between a dog
and his person to the ultimate test.
When Cavall and his older brother, Glessic, leave the comfort of their simple barn to join
the lavish court of Camelot, Cavall wants nothing more than to prove he’s a good dog to
the great knights and dogs of the castle—especially to King Arthur.
But Gless says only the best dogs are worthy of greatness, and Cavall has never been as
strong, brave, or fast as his brother.
Meanwhile, malevolent forces lurk in Camelot, and Cavall must figure out how to protect
his person. To make matters worse, Arthur’s mysterious nightmares are threatening to
shake his grip on reality and undermine his authority as king.
To fight back against the dangers of the dream world, Cavall will need help from some
loyal hounds and the enchanting, sometimes frightening creatures who call themselves
the fay.
In this captivating debut from Audrey Mackaman, Cavall will have to prove not only that
he can be a good dog for his person, but that he is capable of a greatness all his own.
Praise:
“Debut author Mackaman seamlessly weaves myths of Camelot together with universal lessons, including the best way
to defend those one cares about and the merits of cooperation…. This warm and action-packed series kickoff will leave
readers eager to see what adventures Cavall stumbles into next.” -Publishers Weekly
“Dog lovers and fans of medieval adventure will devour this tale (or tail) of King Arthur's court.” – School Library
Journal

Audrey Mackaman is a copyeditor and graphic designer
with a BA in English literature and creative writing from
Beloit College. She has helped numerous aspiring and
veteran authors publish their works, either through
literary agents or self-publishing avenues. This is her
first middle grade story and was inspired by a passage
in Le Morte d’Arthur where Cavall is mentioned as King
Arthur’s “favorite dog.” She is currently working a
follow-up, The Quest for the Grail.

UK rights: Harper Children’s
Translation: Hodgman Literary
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Harper Children’s
Middle grade
256 pages
LKG Agency
Book available

JUNE 2018
THE FRAME UP
Wendy McLeon MacKnight
When Sargent Singer discovers that the paintings in his father’s gallery are alive, he
is pulled into a captivating world behind the frame that he never knew existed.
Filled with shady characters, devious plots, and a grand art heist, this inventive mysteryadventure celebrates art and artists and is perfect for fans of Night at the Museum and
Blue Balliett’s Chasing Vermeer.
There’s one important rule at the Beaverbrook Gallery—don’t let anyone know the
paintings are alive. Mona Dunn, forever frozen at thirteen when her portrait was painted
by William Orpen, has just broken that rule. Luckily twelve-year-old Sargent Singer, an
aspiring artist himself, is more interested in learning about the vast and intriguing world
behind the frame than he is in sharing her secret.
And when Mona and Sargent suspect shady dealings are happening behind the scenes at
the gallery, they set out to find the culprit. They must find a way to save the gallery—and
each other—before they are lost forever.
With an imaginative setting, lots of intrigue, and a thoroughly engaging cast of
characters, The Frame-Up will captivate readers of Jacqueline West’s The Books of
Elsewhere.
Praise:
“Readers will delight in the canvas world that exists on the other side of the frame…This middle grade reads paints
fantasy, humor, and mystery into a satisfying tale about the power of friendship” – School Library Journal
“[A] delicious tale...[a] clever, satisfying story for art-loving readers ages 11-14.” - Wall Street Journal
“The mystery plot will keep readers guessing until near the end, but they will find other parts of the story even more
involving...While Sargent and Mona are vividly portrayed, this chapter book’s most memorable element is also its most
unusual: the imaginative conviction that art is alive.” - Booklist (starred review)
“A girl in a painting and a boy visiting the gallery she hangs in foil art thieves. ...MacKnight entices with art critique and
technique. ...For anyone who’s wondered about the people inside the frames.” - Kirkus Reviews
Wendy McLeod MacKnight is the former deputy
minister of the Department of Education and Early
Childhood Education in New Brunswick, Canada and is
the author of It’s a Mystery, Pig Face (Sky Pony Press).

Rights sold: Chinese (complex)/Crown
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Greenwillow
Middle-grade
384 pages
LKG Agency
Book available

SPRING 2020
THE LIGHT YOU PUT OUT
Syed Masood
Like DOWN AND ACROSS and WHEN DIMPLE MET RISHI, this book will entrance
readers who enjoy a snarky sense of humor coupled with romantic hijinks
19-year-old high school senior Danyal Jilani has no lack of confidence. He knows he’s
cute and funny and is going to make a great chef one day—if his father doesn’t kill those
dreams first. So who cares that he’s “not very bright” (as Danyal himself puts it)? Well,
apparently his arranged marriage prospects care. He’s not exactly the cream of the crop
at the moment. Which means he needs to get it together if he’s going to get matched with
Kaval, his best friend’s stunning and ambitious twin. When Danyal gets picked to be his
class’s surprise representative for Renaissance Man, a school wide academic
championship, he knows it may finally be his time to shine. Helping him succeed is
Bisma, an unusual Berkeley freshman, with secrets in her past that could rock the
Northern California desi community to their core. In researching Churchill for the
competition, Danyal realizes that the future he thought he wanted might be the wrong
one after all.

Cover
Reveal
To
Come

This is a story about growing into your potential, parental expectations, and falling headover-heels in love.

Syed Mushahid Masood grew up in Karachi, Pakistan,
and currently lives in Sacramento, California, where he is
a practicing attorney. He received his J.D. from the
William and Mary School of Law, after attending the
University of Toronto, where he studied English
Literature. He wrote a few couplets in Urdu when he was
a teenager, and his family still tells everyone he is an
Urdu poet. He is not. His passions include good food,
dress shoes, sitcoms, and books of all kinds.

Rights sold: UKANZ/LBBYR
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Little Brown Books
YA
250 pages
Stonesong Literary
Unedited manuscript available
Edited manuscript due Spring 2019

FEBRUARY 2019
CROWN OF FEATHERS
Nicki Pau Preto
A debut series for fans of Eragon and The Winner's Curse, in which a teenage
girl runs away from her controlling sister and disguises herself as a boy to join a
secret group of nearly extinct warriors who ride into battle on the backs of
phoenixes, as the ruling Empire sets out to destroy them
In an isolated valley, a grand empire was built upon the backs of Phoenix Riders,
legendary warriors who soared through the sky on wings of fire, until a war between
two sister queens ripped it all apart. The Phoenix Riders were hunted to near
extinction, and those born with remnants of their magic were forced into servitude or
taxed into poverty.
Veronyka, an orphan raised by her controlling sister Val, has spent her entire life
hiding her Speaker magic, dreaming of becoming a Phoenix Rider from the stories of
old. When the girls uncover rare phoenix eggs, Veronyka believes her dreams are
coming true – until a shocking betrayal causes a rift between the two sisters, and
Veronyka strikes out alone.
Rumor has it the Phoenix Riders are regrouping in secret, and although Veronyka
finds her way to their secret fortress, limited resources mean girls aren’t allowed to
join. Rather than be turned away, Veronyka disguises herself as a boy and fights to
earn the respect of the Riders—particularly the fiercely honest and honorable Tristan,
the commander’s son.
As Veronyka pieces together her new life, Val turns up threatening to tell her secret
and ruin the new home she’s found. But Val reveals that there’s more to both girls
than Veronyka ever knew, and the lies between them endanger not only her life but
the safety of the Riders. Nothing is at it seems, and meanwhile a more immediate
problem is approaching: The Empire has learned of the Riders’ return and intends to
destroy them once and for all.
Early praise:
“The unique and imaginative world of the Phoenix Riders had my rapt attention from the first sentence. Nicki Pau Preto is
a bright new talent, and I can't wait to read more!” – Morgan Rhodes, New York Times bestselling author of the Falling
Kingdoms series
“A fierce and incendiary tale of warrior women, sisterhood, and the choices that define us, all set in a soaring new world
that readers will fall in love with. I couldn’t put it down.” – Lisa Maxwell, New York Times bestselling author of the Last
Magician series
“Crown of Feathers captured my imagination and filled my senses. I wanted to become a Phoenix Rider and live in this
world. Nicki Pau Preto is an author to watch!” – Elly Blake, New York Times bestselling author of the Frostblood Saga
Nicky Pau Preto is a graphic designer and YA author
living outside Toronto, Canada. Her favorite stories have
always been the ones that take her somewhere new, with
characters she can love, and worlds she can get lost in.
She is currently working on the sequel to Crown of
Feathers, scheduled for publication in 2020.

Rights sold: UKANZ/Ink Road; German/cbj; Russian/AST
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Simon Pulse
YA
384 pages
Empire Literary
Galley available

September 2019
BIG DREAMS, DAILY JOYS: A Step-By-Step Guide for Crushing Your Goals
Elise Blaha Cripe
Goal-setting systems are a multi-billion-dollar industry—from the bestselling
SMART goals system to Getting Things Done to the million-dollar planner
industry. Big Dreams, Daily Joys will be the first modern new addition to this
perennially strong category, one which speaks to the real-life challenges and
sensibility of today’s readers. With the warmth of The Crossroads of Should and
Must and the toolbox practicality of Getting Things Done, this book shows every
dreamer how to become a doer.

Cover
Reveal
To
Come

Big Dreams, Daily Joys is a book for creative people who struggle to get things done.
For anyone who is ready to move forward with something big. For that person who is
looking for encouragement to better manage their daily to-do list. It’s for the person who
finds big dreams exciting but daily to-dos overwhelming.
This is a goal-setting guidebook for your life. With it, anything you commit to
paper can become your reality, one small task at a time. With each bite-size
chapter, idea, tip and suggestion, you’ll learn the art of creating enjoyable daily
work and making progress on big dreams. It’s a motivating and engaging book
that will connect with creative people who are ready to get to work but are not
sure how to start or where to begin.

Elise Blaha Cripe is the star and host of “Elise Gets
Crafty”, one of the top creative business podcasts, with
over 2 million downloads. Elise is also the founder of the
bestselling planner, Get To Work Book, which is stocked at
top retailers like West Elm and has generated over $1
million in revenue since its launch only 3 years ago.
UK rights: Chronicle
Translation: Hodgman Literary
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Chronicle
176 pages
Stonesong
Manuscript available

MARCH 2019
DAILY RITUALS: Women At Work
Mason Currey
A compellation of almost 120 female writers, painters, composers, sculptors, poets,
choreographers, and filmmakers on how they create (and keep creating)
In 2013, Mason Currey published Daily Rituals: How Artists Work, a collection of brief
profiles of the day-to-day working lives of creative, inspired minds. Beethoven counted
out precisely 60 coffee beans for his morning cup, or that George Balanchine did his best
work while ironing, or that Maya Angelou wrote in a “tiny, mean” hotel room,
surrounded by a dictionary, a Bible, a deck of cards, and a bottle of sherry. But of the
161 figures profiled therein, only 27 were women. Less than 17 percent.
Now, in this new book, Currey switches the focus to women, and by contrast, opens up
dramatic new vistas of frustration and compromise. Most of the women grew up in
societies that ignored or rejected women’s creative work, and many had parents or
spouses who vigorously opposed their attempts to prioritize self-expression over the
traditional roles of wife, mother, and homemaker. A number of them had children, and
faced excruciating choices in balancing the needs of their dependents with their own
ambitions. Virtually all of them confronted sexism among their audiences and among the
gatekeepers to professional success—the editors, publishers, curators, critics, patrons,
and other tastemakers who, over and over, just happened to find men’s work superior.
And this does not even take into account the woman artist’s internal obstacles, the
various species of anger, guilt, and resentment that come with forcing the world to make
space for you and your achievements.
Where Daily Rituals was stocked with Men Behaving Badly—drinking too much,
engaging in elaborate and bizarre superstitions, neglecting everything and everyone but
their work—this collection is more attuned to impossible choices, grueling long-term
effort, and painful sacrifices, all of which resulted in a body of creative work.

Mason Currey is the author of Daily Rituals (Knopf,
2013) which has sold over 250,000 copies worldwide.
His writing has appeared in Slate, Print, and Metropolis,
where he was an editor for six years. He lives in Los
Angeles.

Knopf
256 pages
Thompson Literary Agency
Manuscript available

Rights sold: UK/Picador; Chinese (complex)/Linking; German/Kein & Aber; Japanese/Filmart-Sha
Rights sold to DAILY RITUALS: UK/Picador; Chinese (simplified)/Shanghai Literature & Art; Chinese
(complex)/Linking; Czech/Orsini; Dutch/Maven; French (France)/Autrement; French (Canada)/Saint-Jean Editeur;
German/Kein & Aber; Greek/Key Books; Japanese/Filmart Sha; Korean/KPI; Polish/GW Foksal; Portuguese
(Brazil)/Elsevier; Russian/Alpina; Spanish/Turner Libros; Thai/A Book; Turkish/Kolektif
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BOTANICAL LINE DRAWING: 200 Step-By-Step Flowers, Leaves, Cacti,
Succulents, and Other Items Found In Nature (Volume 1 and 2)
THE ULTIMATE BRUSH LETTERING GUIDE
PEGGY DEAN’S GUIDE TO NATURE DRAWING AND WATERCOLOR
Peggy Dean

AUGUST 2018
AUGUST 2018
MAY 2019

Haven’t heard of nature drawing or line drawing? Don’t worry, you will.
In the same way adult coloring books took the publishing world by storm, line drawing and nature drawing is the next
big thing in the search for mindfulness and creativity. It is an easy art form featuring illustrative, doodle-like designs
and is used widely among artists of many types with both fine and bold lines, black and white or watercolor, creating
different variations.
Peggy Dean’s books are for anyone who wants to create beautiful things, find peace of mind, or simply have fun
drawing. In Botanical Line Drawings, Dean walks through drawing very simple doodles, into more elaborate, delicate
illustrations, and is easy to follow for all skill levels. Nature Drawing and Watercolor teaches readers to draw, doodle,
ink, and paint whimsical flora and fauna. With Peggy's easy and energetic lessons, absolutely anyone--regardless of
ability--can learn to draw a broad range of flora and fauna, from delicate cherry blossoms, wildflowers, and lacy ferns
to majestic trees and cute woodland creatures and then combine everything you've learned into finished pieces. Her
lessons on technique combined with clear, detailed instructions allow you to quickly build your skills, discover your
own personal style, and have fun using botanical and floral illustrations to decorate borders, journals, letters, planners,
scrapbooks, invitations, and more.
Peggy Dean admittedly can’t draw, yet her self-published
books have sold a combined 40,000 copies since their
launches last year. During that time, she’s built a
following of over 150,000 Instagram followers, appeared
on the Today Show, and most recently been solicited by
companies to teach classes. Peggy lives in Portland,
Oregon with her wife, their two dogs, and many, many
plants. You can find her on Instagram at
@thepigeonletters and on her website
www.thepigeonletters.com.

Ten Speed Press
216 illustrated pages
Empire Literary
Botanical Line Drawings:
Self-published Books available
Peggy Dean’s Guide
240 pages
Manuscript due October 2018

Rights sold: Chinese (complex)/Cube; Dutch/Kosmos; French/Editions Eyrolles; German/Editions Michael Fischer;
Indonesian/Haru; Korean/Jigeumichaek; Russian/Mann-Ivanov-Ferber
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MAY 2018
I REALLY DIDN’T THINK THIS THROUGH: Tales From My So Called Adult Life
Beth Evans
Armed with her beloved illustrations, popular Instagram artist Beth Evans tackles
a range of issues—from whimsical musings to deeply personal struggles—in this
imaginative anti-guide to being your own person.
Did you ever wish your best friend—the person you would trust with your innermost
secrets, the person whose wisdom and comfort you seek in times of stress or selfdoubt—could draw? Popular Instagram illustrator, Beth Evans, (who boasts almost a
quarter of a million fans) has made a name for herself writing comics and sharing her
personal experiences on life as she enters and navigates adulthood. Her ability to find
humor in common situations around love, social anxieties, depression and work has
created a cult-like following.
Like Mindy Kaling meets Hyperbole and a Half, I Really Didn’t Think This Through
gets at the heart of what makes life both so challenging and so joyful—figuring out how
to be a person in the world. This book is a compendium of Beth’s collected wisdom and
stories, interwoven with her tremendously popular and loveable illustrations resulting in
a wonderful mix of fun (re: thoughtful meditations on the international pop show
Eurovision) and still waters running deep (Beth delves into her personal history with
obsessive compulsive disorder, bullying, weight fluctuation and body image, depression,
and self-harm) all with a simple candor that anyone from a teen to their grandparent can
relate to.
Through all of her experiences, Beth manages to extract valuable lessons, and the book is
replete with friendly advice about caring for yourself, getting help no matter what your
problems are, and embracing what makes you happy. Beth is a compelling story-teller,
her drawings picking up where her words leave off, creating an approachable and
immersive experience for the reader. Beth’s work feels like a hug from your best friend.
And like a best friend, she’s here to say “You got this!

Beth Evans is an illustrator/comic artist with over
250,000 followers – and growing – across social media
platforms. Her comics capture the weird and hard
feelings of daily lives. Her work has been featured in
numerous media outlets; in addition, she is the illustrator
of Breaking Mad by Anna Williamson.

William Morrow
224 illustrated pages
Empire Literary
Books available

Rights sold: UKANZ/Sphere; Chinese (complex)/China Times; Hebrew/Sefer Lakol; Korean/Korean Economic
Daily & Business Publications; Portuguese (Brazil)/Galera; Russian/Eksmo; Spanish/Editora Montena;
Vietnamese/ReadBooks
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MAY 2019
OUT EAST: A Memoir
John Glynn
One propulsive, sand-strewn summer in which debut memoirist John Glynn felt
his crushing loneliness sharpen into an aching, wholly unexpected love for
another man amid friendships, secrets and epiphanies.
In 2013, John Glynn joined a sharehouse for the summer. Packing his duffel for that
first Memorial Day Weekend, he prayed for clarity. At 27, he was crippled by an allencompassing loneliness, a feeling he had carried in his heart for as long as he could
remember. John didn’t understand it; he just knew it was there. Over that one
unforgettable summer, 31 people would sleep between its thin walls. Against the
moonlight the house’s octagonal roof resembled a bee’s nest; they called it The Hive.
OUT EAST is the portrait of a summer, of the Hive and the people who lived in it,
and John’s own reckoning with a half-formed sense of self. The Hive was a center of
gravity: friendships, conflicts, secrets and epiphanies blossomed within this tightly
woven friend group and came to define how they would live out the rest of their
twenties and beyond. Cailen’s mother was diagnosed with cancer. Beautiful Ashley
was so choked with insecurity that she brought her hair straightener to the dive bars
each night. Mike and Scott’s relationship was about to implode. And John was
confronting his sexuality. For the first time, he was falling in love with a guy.
Blending the sand-strewn milieu of George Howe Colt's The Big House, the radiant
aching of Olivia Liang’s The Lonely City, and the novelistic prose of Jenny Offill’s
Dept. of Speculation, Out East is a keenly wrought story of love and transformation,
longing and escape in our own contemporary moment.
Early Praise:
“This boisterous chronicle of a summer in Montauk sees a group of 20-something housemates who’ll grow to know, to love,
and care for one another. A coming out story told with feeling and humor and above all with the razor-sharp skill of a
delicate and highly gifted writer."—Andre Aciman, New York Times bestselling author of Call Me by Your Name
"No author has captured a millennial milieu better or with more empathy than John Glynn. Out East is a perfectly paced
memoir and riveting portrait of a friend group. I loved it."—Anita Shreve, New York Times bestselling author of The Pilot's
Wife and The Stars are Fire
"John Glynn’s Out East is a combination travelogue and memoir. He brings the eye of a cultural explorer to the timehonored ritual of summertime house shares….A wonderful new talent.”—Madeleine Blais, Pulitzer Prize-winner and author
of To the New Owners
"John Glynn wonderfully captures it all: the bars, the clothes, the music, the breakups, the giddiness and terror of being
young in New York, searching for yourself all week, searching for someone else on weekends, in one of the world’s most
hauntingly beautiful beach towns. A gorgeous debut."—J.R. Moehringer, Pulitzer Prize winner and New York
Times bestselling author of The Tender Bar
"Slyly funny and heroically honest, Out East will charm you on every page, even as you ache for its sensitive and searching
narrator. With his gorgeous, precise, soulful prose and discerning eye for sociological detail, Glynn offers a perceptive,
youthful, and heartfelt summertime story of love and longing on the hedonistic shores of Long Island that revives the spirit
of Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby to speak for our present moment."—Stefan Merrill Block, author of Oliver Loving
John Glynn is a book editor at Hanover Square Press, an imprint
of HarperCollins. Prior to joining Hanover Square, he was an
associate editor at Scribner, where he worked on a number
of New York Times bestsellers. He grew up in western
Massachusetts and lives in New York City. Out East is his first
book.
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Grand Central
288 pages
Thompson Literary
Manuscript available

OCTOBER 2017
SPY SCHOOLS: How The CIA, FBI, and Foreign Intelligence Secretly Exploit American’s Universities
Daniel Golden
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Daniel Golden exposes how academia has
become the center of foreign and domestic espionage.
Grounded in extensive research and reporting, Spy Schools reveals how academia has
emerged as a frontline in the global spy game. In a knowledge-based economy,
universities are repositories of valuable information and research, where brilliant
minds of all nationalities mingle freely with few questions asked. Intelligence
agencies have always recruited bright undergraduates but now, in an era when
espionage increasingly requires specialized scientific or technological expertise,
they’re wooing higher-level academics, not just as analysts, but also for clandestine
operations.
The CIA and other intelligence agencies infiltrate almost every aspect of academic
culture, enlisting college students and professors to moonlight as spies. Golden
uncovers unbelievable campus activity— from the CIA placing agents undercover in
Harvard Kennedy School classes and staging academic conferences to persuade
Iranian nuclear scientists to defect, to a Chinese graduate student at Duke University
stealing research for an invisibility cloak, and a tiny liberal arts college in Marietta,
Ohio, exchanging faculty with China’s most notorious spy school—to show how
relentlessly and ruthlessly this practice has permeated our culture, not just inside the
US, but internationally as well.
Spy Schools blows the lid off this secret culture of espionage and its consequences at
home and abroad.
Praise:
“Daniel Golden’s closely researched account of the assault on our academic freedoms by home-grown intelligence services is
timely and shocking." - John le Carré
"A fascinating book.” – The Washington Post
“A provocative look at the transformation of academia to a broad chessboard of international espionage.” - Kirkus

Daniel Golden won a Pulitzer Prize for his Wall Street
Journal series on admissions preferences at elite colleges,
which became the basis for his bestselling book, The Price
of Admission. His exposé of Countrywide’s special loans
to lawmakers during the subprime mortgage crisis resulted
in Senate ethics hearings at which his story was read in its
entirety into the Congressional record. In 2011, he was
named a finalist for the Pulitzer in Public Service for his
Bloomberg News series.
Rights sold: Japanese/Hara Shobo; Korean/Parkyoung
First serial: The Guardian
Television: CBS Television with Scott Free (Ridley Scott) producing
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Henry Holt
352 pages
Lynn Johnston Agency
Book available

MAY 2018
LIVING WITH THE MONKS: What Turning Off My Phone Taught Me About Happiness, Gratitude,
and Focus
Jesse Itzler
Bestselling author Jesse Itzler could easily be voted the least likely to sit still. The
successful entrepreneur, endurance athlete and father of four only knows one
speed: FULL BLAST. He's also one of the most unconventional people you'll
ever meet. So, when Jesse felt like the world around him was getting too hectic,
he didn't take a vacation or get a massage, he moved into a monastery and gave
himself a self-imposed time-out.
In Living With the Monks, the follow-up to his New York Times bestselling Living
With a Seal, Itzler takes us on a spiritual journey like no other. Thinking all
monasteries are like the ones he sees on TV, Jesse arrives at the New Skete religious
community in the isolated and snowy mountains of upstate New York with a shaved
head and a suitcase filled with bananas. To his surprise, New Skete monks have most
of their hair. They're Russian Orthodox, not Buddhist, and they're also worldrenowned German shepherd breeders and authors of dog-training books that have sold
in the millions.
As Jesse struggles to fit in amongst the odd but lovable monks, cheesecake-making
nuns, and the strange professional intern in the cell next to his, self-doubt begins to
beat like a tribal drum and he questions his motivation to embark on this adventure,
missing his family and phone. But in the end, Jesse discovers the secrets of the monks
and their wisdom, the power of shutting off, being alone and taking time to simply
think.
Equal parts memoir and road map to living a less stressful and more vibrant life,
Living With The Monks is an illuminating, entertaining, and unexpected trip for
anyone looking to feel calmer and more controlled in our crazy, hectic world
Praise:
“At a time when stress and burnout have become global epidemics, along comes Jesse Itzler to remind us how important
it is to be present, intentional and connect with ourselves and with what really matters. With wisdom and humor, he takes
us not just inside the monastery but inside ourselves, toward a life of more stillness, more presence, more patience and
more gratitude." – Arianna Huffington
Jesse Itzler enjoys living life "out of the box." In fact, he
doesn't even have a box. The author of the New York
Times bestseller, Living with a Seal, Jesse Itzler is a
successful entrepreneur. When he's not running ultramarathons, eating vegan food or being a dad to his four
kids, Jesse can be found at the NBA's Atlanta Hawks
games, where he's an owner of the team. He is married to
Spanx founder Sara Blakely.

Center Street
304 pages
Leshne Agency
Book available

Rights sold: Chinese (complex)/China Times; Polish/CeDeWu
Rights sold for LIVING WITH A SEAL: Chinese (complex)/China Times; German/Narayana Verlag; Polish/CeDeWu;
Russian/Mann-Ivanov-Ferber; Vietnamese /Huy Hoang
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MAY 2018
PLANET FUNNY
Ken Jennings
From the brilliantly witty and exuberant New York Times bestselling author Ken
Jennings, a history of humor—from fart jokes on clay Sumerian tablets to the impact
of social media memes—that tells the story of how comedy came to rule the modern
world.
For millennia of human history, the future belonged to the strong. Then there was the
Industrial Revolution and the inventors prospered. A century later it was the businessminded, and fifty years ago, the scientific. Today, in a clear sign of evolution totally sliding
off the rails, our most coveted trait is not strength or efficiency or even innovation, but
being funny.
In Planet Funny, Ken Jennings tells the story of how we arrived in this brave new
comedic world and what it means—or doesn’t—to be funny in it now. Tracing the evolution
of humor from the caveman days to the bawdy middle-class antics of Chaucer to Monty
Python’s game-changing silliness to the fast-paced meta-humor of The Simpsons, Jennings
explores what it means to be funny. Entertaining, astounding, and completely headscratching, Planet Funny is a full taxonomy of what spawned and defines the modern sense
of humor.
Praise:
“Ken Jennings hops aboard our thundering avalanche of comedy and surfs it like a pro. Lively, insightful, and crawling with
goofy factlings, Planet Funny is for the comedy geek in all of us." - Maria Semple, author of Where'd You Go, Bernadette?
“This book is fascinating, entertaining and – I’m being dead serious here – important. The joke-ification of our world affects
everything: politics, science, art, literature. And Ken tells the tale with wit and insight, not to mention a couple of fart jokes.”
- A.J. Jacobs, author of The Year of Living Biblically
"America’s biggest brain turns his attention to modern comedy — and delivers a book full of humor and insight. As a reader,
I’m delighted… and as a comedy writer, I’m annoyed that he understands my field better than I do."
- Tim Long, writer and producer of The Simpsons
“A self-professed comedy geek, he switches from the funnyman's thinking guy to the thinking man's funny guy depending on
whether the comedy or the geek is uppermost..This book is full of good sense and meaningful interviews, and it would be
difficult to find a smarter or more satisfying treatment of a subject so evanescent and idiosyncratic as comedy.” – Kirkus
(starred review)
“Jennings’ holistic, incisive argument presents a strong case that our comedy-first culture is resulting in too much of a good
thing. In a punchy, engaging style, he documents humor’s history, evolution and twentieth-century explosion….Planet
Funny is smartly structured, soundly argues, and yes – pretty darn funny.” - Booklist (starred review)
"Jennings’s remarkable research and clever hand make an impressive and highly entertaining work that pop culture
enthusiasts will not want to miss.” - Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Ken Jennings grew up in Seoul, South Korea, where he became a
daily devotee of the quiz show Jeopardy! In 2004, he went on an
unprecedented 74 game victory streak worth $2.52 million. His
book Brainiac, about his Jeopardy! adventures, was a critically
acclaimed New York Times bestseller, as were his follow-up
books Maphead and Because I Said So! Jennings lives outside
Seattle with his family.

Scribner
336 pages
Jud Laghi Agency
Book available

Rights sold for MAPHEAD: Chinese (simplified)/Sichuan People’s Publishing House; Chinese (complex)/Faces;
Estonian/Aripaev; Korean/Geulhangari; Spanish/Ariel
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JANUARY 2018
BUILDING ON BEDROCK: What Sam Walton, Walt Disney, and Other Great Self-Made Entrepreneurs
Can Teach Us About Building Valuable Companies
Derek Lidow
We all dream to some extent about achieving some combination of the fortune, fame, and
control over our lives we associate with successful entrepreneurs. Those are admirable
aspirations in a society that counts on entrepreneurs to innovate, create new jobs, and to
grow our economy. Our work-driven culture encourages us to take the entrepreneurial bait,
but how can you know whether being an entrepreneur will end as a dream come true or a
nightmare from which you cannot awake?
Building On Bedrock will help answer that question.
This book will focus on when you should take the leap and whether entrepreneurship is even
the right thing for you―as a founder, co-founder, or investor. Based upon research, but told
through the stories of American businessman and entrepreneur Sam Walton and others,
Building On Bedrock discusses the who, what, when, where, how, how much, and why of
successful entrepreneurs. Was it luck, talent, passion, charm, a rich uncle, or something else
that was the key to this person’s success? Which might be the key to your success? What
you learn may surprise you.
Praise:
"While hot startups get the headlines, it’s the 'bedrock' entrepreneurs like Walton or Disney who build lasting businesses.
Lidow charts a path for entrepreneurs to create sustainable value for themselves, their communities, and the families they
serve. This is essential understanding for all entrepreneurs and policy makers." - Brian O’Kelley, Founder and CEO of
AppNexus and serial entrepreneur
"Derek Lidow provides cogent analysis and insightful insights on the bedrock entrepreneurs that make our economy
prosper. It is, flat out, the best book on entrepreneurship I have ever read.” - Roger Martin, integrative thinking expert and
best-selling author of Playing to Win, The Design of Business, and Getting Beyond Better
"Enough about the celebrity founder, working magic. This book tells the story and provides the tools for the other 99% of
intrepid people launching enterprises." - Larry Gilson, Founder and Chairman of Focusing Philanthropy, and successful
serial entrepreneur in energy, transportation, innovation, and finance
"Derek Lidow is the best chronicler of entrepreneurship of our age. This book is filled with breathtaking insights on what
it takes to succeed as any type of entrepreneur, starting with whether you’re bedrock or high-risk. Every entrepreneur, or
soon-to-be-founder, must have this book!" - Bruce Hack, Chairman of the Board, Technicolor, former CEO of Vivendi
Games (World of Warcraft and Starcraft), and legendary angel investor
Derek Lidow is a longtime global CEO, innovator and
entrepreneur and graduate of Princeton and Stanford
Universities. He teaches Entrepreneurial Leadership and
Creativity, Innovation and Design at Princeton University.
He keynotes on the subject of startup leadership. As a media
commentator, Lidow’s includes The New York Times, Wall
Street Journal, BusinessWeek, Forbes, Bloomberg, The
Economist, Nikkei, Reuters, and Taipei Times.
Rights sold: Spanish/Taller del Exito; Vietnamese/Saigon Books
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Diversion Books
288 pages
Jud Laghi Agency
Books available

OCTOBER 2018
THE SAWBONES BOOK: The Hilarious, Horrifying Road to Modern Medicine
Justin McElroy and Dr. Sydnee McElroy
A compelling, often hilarious and occasionally horrifying exploration of how
modern medicine came to be!
Wondering whether eating powdered mummies might be just the thing to cure your ills?
Tempted by those vintage ads suggesting you wear radioactive underpants for virility?
Ever considered drilling a hole in your head to deal with those pesky headaches?
Probably not. But for thousands of years, people have done things like this—and things
that make radioactive underpants seem downright sensible! In their hit podcast,
Sawbones, Sydnee and Justin McElroy breakdown the weird and wonderful way we got
to modern healthcare. And some of the terrifying detours along the way.
Every week, Dr. Sydnee McElroy and her husband Justin amaze, amuse, and gross out
(depending on the week) hundreds of thousands of avid listeners to their
podcast, Sawbones. Consistently rated a top podcast on iTunes, with over 15 million total
downloads, this rollicking journey through thousands of years of medical mishaps and
miracles is not only hilarious but downright educational. While you may never even
consider applying boiled weasel to your forehead (once the height of sophistication
when it came to headache cures), you will almost certainly face some questionable
medical advice in your everyday life (we’re looking at you, raw water!) and be better
able to figure out if this is a miracle cure (it’s not) or a scam.

Sydnee McElroy has a BS in biology and an MD from
Marshall University. She currently is a practicing licensed
family physician and an assistant professor of medical
education with Marshall. Justin McElroy is a 15-year
journalism veteran with two awards from the Ohio
Associated Press for business writing. He has served as
the managing editor of AOL’s Joystiq and Vox
Media’s Polygon (of which he’s also a founder).
Together, they are the hosts of Sawbones: A Marital Tour
of Misguided Medicine, and between them have created a
bevy of different podcasts, including My Brother, My
Brother and Me (currently being adapted into a TV series
by NBC Universal’s Seeso network) which have attracted
60 million total downloads. Their other shows include
Still Buffering: A Sister’s Guide to Teens Through the
Ages, The Adventure Zone (a D&D podcast, with a
forthcoming graphic novel) and Quality Control, a game
review podcast.
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Weldon Owen
216 pages with illustrations
throughout
Jud Laghi Agency
Galley available

NOVEMBER 2018
THE LITTLE BOOK OF GOAT YOGA: Poses and Wisdom to Inspire Your Practice
Lainey Morse
Forget Downward-facing Dog - there's a new kid on the block.
Follow Romeo, Poppy, Annie and their gang of furry friends as they experience the joys of
yoga. You'll see that goats always find a way to help humans in their practice, whether
that's simply by lying on the mat underneath them or jumping onto their back mid-pose.
The Little Book of Goat Yoga brings the goat yoga experience straight to you. It features a
gentle sequence for you to try at home, divided into three sections: Connect, to help you
reconnect with yourself and deal with stress; Engage, to strengthen your core; and Restore,
to relax your body and mind.
Don't worry if you don't own a goat - you can always try out the sequence with a dog, cat or
any other four-legged companion! The essence of goat yoga is to enjoy the practice and
experience the combined benefits of animal therapy and yoga. It is quite possibly the cutest
way to get fit!
Early praise:
"'It turns out doing sun salutations alongside these smart, social animals is an effective distraction from the stress of
everyday life.' - Publishers Weekly
'Goat yoga has got legs. So much so, that it's leapt over the Atlantic and onto Countryfile segments and is even a storyline
in the Archers.' - Telegraph

LAINEY MORSE has worked in the business development
and marketing fields and is an award-winning professional
photographer. She now works full time developing her Goat
Yoga business. She has a small hobby farm called No
Regrets in the Willamette Valley where she lives with her 10
goats, barn cats, and 4 chickens.

Rights sold: UKANZ/Yellow Kite (Hodder)
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Running Press
128 pages, full-color photographs
throughout
Empire Literary
Galley available

MARCH 2019
HOW WE WIN: How Cutting-Edge Entrepreneurs, Political Visionaries, Enlightened Business Leaders,
and Social Media Mavens Can Defeat the Extremist Threat
Farah Pandith
Farah Pandith, the first-ever United States special representative to Muslim communities, reveals
how we can stop the rapid spread of extremist ideology.
Extremism is spiraling out of control. Unable to stem recruitment, we seem doomed to a worsening
struggle with a constantly evolving enemy that remains several steps ahead of us. Meanwhile,
current policies seem as if they were carefully calibrated not to reduce extremist violence, but to
encourage it.
But while most policymakers don’t realize it, we actually possess the means right now to inoculate
communities against extremist ideologies. In How We Win, Farah Pandith shows us how we can
do just that. Based on thousands of discussions, interviews, and focus groups she’s held around the
world, as well as her own high-level experience on the National Security Council, at the State
Department, and on the Homeland Security Advisory Council, Pandith exposes the surprising root
causes and dynamic by which Muslim millennials are pulled toward extremism. She also reveals
exactly how that dynamic can be profoundly disrupted, incapacitating the abilities of radicals to
turn youths toward violence—a strategy that requires dispensing with outdated twentieth-century
policy approaches, drawing instead on the expertise and resources of diplomats, corporate leaders,
mental health experts, sociologists, entrepreneurs, and, most of all, Muslim youths themselves.

Farah Pandith is an Adjunct Senior Fellow at the Council on Foreign
Relations and was a member of President Obama’s Homeland
Security Advisory Council. She has served as special representative to
Muslim Communities under both Secretaries Clinton and Kerry, for
which she was awarded the Secretary's Distinguished Honor Award.
A consultant in the public, private, and nonprofit sectors, Pandith has
served in leadership positions on several boards with a focus on
international affairs, extremism, women’s empowerment, education
and cultural diplomacy, and maintains an affiliation with Harvard
University’s Kennedy School of Government. She has been featured
in The New York Times, NPR, BBC, Al Jazeera, Politico, Huffington
Post, Wired, The Economist, The Wall Street Journal, and Le Monde.
Rights sold: ANZ/Allen & Unwin
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384 pages
Jud Laghi Agency
Manuscript available

SEPTEMBER 2017
REINVENTING THE WHEEL: Milk, Microbes, and the Fight For Real Cheese
Bronwen Percival & Francis Percival
*Wine & Spirits Magazine BOOK OF THE YEAR*
Through classic narrative and intrepid reporting, this smart, engaging book sheds
light on the surprising truths behind the dairy industry and the most popular
cheeses available today. It is a story that takes the reader on a global journey in the
authors' quest to find answers to the question: What is real cheese?
In REINVENTING THE WHEEL, the authors lift the lid on an industry that is grappling
with the consequences of industrialization at every stage. Over the last century cheese
has been transformed from a simple means of preserving milk into a global industry, but
at what cost? Local breeds and indigenous microbes have given way to monocultures and
monoflavors. Nearly thirty percent of the dairy cows in America trace their lineage back
to just three bulls. The chemical conglomerate DuPont makes bacterial cultures that
flavor over a third of the world’s cheese. The quaint notion of terroir—of expressive,
artisanal cheeses that convey a sense of place—has been trampled by the juggernaut of
homogenous factory production.
Through riveting storytelling and incisive reporting, they show how cutting-edge
scientific discoveries can reverse this trend—and why it matters.
Praise:
“Here is a heroic study of cheese-making that is at once scholarly and sensory. Bronwen and Francis Percival dissect
the relationships—micro and macro—that give shape to great flavor.” – Dan Barber, chef at Blue Hill and author of New
York Times bestseller The Third Plate
“Timely and prescient, poignant yet hopeful, and impassioned throughout.” – Max McCalman, author of The Cheese Plate
“Stunningly rich and detailed, funny, fascinating, political but not for a moment dull or overwhelming. Essential reading
for anyone who enjoys cheese, but has perhaps never considered its value, its meaning or its potential." – James Hoffman,
author of The World Atlas of Coffee
“This beautifully written and inspiring book is calling for nothing short of a revolution of U.K. cheese making and culture.”
- Patrick Holden, the Chief Executive of the Sustainable Food Trust
"Comprehensive and authoritative, a fascinating bulletin from the microbiological front line" – Andrew Jefford, author of
Peat Smoke and Spirit
“A much needed book which should be required reading for everybody.” – Ursula Heinzelmann
Bronwen Percival is the cheese buyer for Neal’s Yard
Dairy in London and works to mobilize collaboration
between the world’s cheesemakers and the scientific
community. Most recently, she has spoken at the New
York Times Food For Tomorrow conference and has
lectured at the Slow Cheese Festival in Italy. Francis
Percival is a food editor and columnist for The World of
Fine Wine. His writing has appeared in the Financial
Times, Saveur, and Gourmet. Together, they co-founded
and host the popular London Gastronomy Seminars.
Rights sold: UKANZ/Bloomsbury; Russian/Atticus-Azbooka
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University of California Press
288 pages
Katherine Cowles Agency
Book available

JULY 2018
EAT CAKE. BE BRAVE
Melissa Radke.
Hilarious and heartbreaking, this is one woman's inspiring journey of learning to
stand up for herself in a world of naysayers

***USA Network will soon debut a half-hour unscripted family sitcom centered
on the honest and unfiltered Radke and her loud and proud Southern family***
My name is Melissa Radke, and there is a very real chance you have no idea who I am
or why I wrote a book. But admit it, you're curious!
Even though millions of people seem to like watching my videos bemoaning the trials
of parenting, marriage, French braiding, faith, and living life as an anti-aging female,
you may still be wondering who let me write a book.
I wrote this book because when I turned 41 I made a decision to be brave. To live brave
-bolder and freer. You see, I thought our lives were supposed to change when we
turned 40...but mine didn't. Yet every piece of it changed when I turned 41; when I set
out to prove that it wasn't too late for me, that careless words wouldn't stunt me and
rejection would not stop me. And maybe, just maybe, it will take you reading about the
journey I took to finding my sense of self-worth in order for you to rightfully believe in
yours. This book is about how all the years of my life led up to the one that changed it.
So, cut a big slice and raise a fork...
Here's to bravery.
Here's to courage.
Here's to cake.
(And not the crappy kind, like carrot.)
Praise:
"Melissa Radke...made me laugh AND totally resonated with me. Even though I know all moms go through this, it's still
nice to be reminded that I'm not alone."―For Every Mom Blog
"There's a reason Melissa Radke boasts more than 100,000 Facebook followers: Her parenting videos are hilarious and
relatable."―Us Weekly
Melissa Radke's online videos have reached over 57
million people on her Facebook page alone in a little over
a year. Radke's "Upside Down French Braid" video has
close to 10 million views and her "Red Ribbon" video has
been viewed over 100 million times across multiple
websites and media outlets. A Texan born and bred,
Radke spent 15 years of her life in Nashville, Tennessee,
where she worked as a studio session singer. Since
becoming a parent, she moved her family back to her East
Texas hometown because the barbecue is better and the
babysitting is free.
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SEPTEMBER 2018
WEST WINGERS: Stories from the Dream Chasers, Change Makers, and Hope Creators Inside the
Obama White House
Gautam Raghaven, editor
The Obama White House staff invites us behind-the-scenes of history for a deeply
personal and moving look at the presidency and how a president's staff can change
the nation
When we elect a president, we elect with them an entire team that will join them in the
West Wing to help run the country. Each of these staffers has a story to tell, and in West
Wingers, Barack Obama's White House staff reveals how these extraordinary citizens
shape the presidency and the nation.
In these moving and revealing personal stories, eighteen Obama staffers bring us deep
inside the presidency, offering intimate accounts of how they made it to the White
House, what they witnessed, and what they accomplished there. In each one we see the
human face of government, staffers devoting themselves to the issues that have defined
their lives. We hear from a married gay staffer pushing the president towards marriage
equality; a senior aide working to implement the Affordable Care Act while battling
Stage IV cancer; a hijab-wearing Muslim adviser accompanying the President to a
mosque. From the triumphs of Obamacare and marriage equality to the tragedy of the
Charleston shooting, this book tells the history of the Obama presidency through the men
and women who worked tirelessly to support his vision for America.
More than just a history though, West Wingers is an inspiring call to arms for public
service, a manifesto for the power of committed public servants to make real change, and
a powerful testament to what true diversity, inclusivity, and progress can look like in
America.
Praise:
"There are few things more enthralling than a backstage seat in the White House and West Wingers together a powerful
group of Obama administration insiders to shine a spotlight on what it really takes to fight for social change." -Adam
Grant, author of Originals and Give and Take
“These are essential American stories. Through diverse voices sharing their amazing experiences working to move our
country forward, West Wingers creates an inspiring roadmap to a better future." -Sheryl Sandberg, author of Lean In and
coauthor of Plan B
“It’s hard to truly understand how special the Obama White House was without having been there, but West Wingers gets
you as close as humanly possible. You may not have previously known the names of the amazing team contributing to this
book, but you should. Our kids should. Their stories will leave you inspired and hopeful for our future." -Kal Penn, actor
and former Associate Director of the White House Office of Public Engagement
Gautam Raghavan served as Barack Obama's liaison to
the LGBT community as well as the Asian American and
Pacific Islander community from 2011-2014. Prior to this,
he worked for the Department of Defense, the 2008
Obama Campaign, and the Democratic National
Committee. Raghavan was born in India, raised in Seattle,
and graduated from Stanford. He currently lives in
Washington, D.C.
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304 pages
Thompson Literary
Book available

APRIL 2018
ONCE UPON A CHEF: 100 Tested, Perfected, and Family Approved Recipes
Jennifer Segal
Washington Post Bestseller!
One of Entertainment Weekly’s 24 must-have new cookbooks
Over 40,000 copies sold already
Once upon a time Jenn Segal went to culinary school and worked in fancy restaurants.
One marriage and two kids later she created Once Upon a Chef, the popular blog that
applies her tried-and-true chef skills with delicious, fresh, and approachable ingredients
for family-friendly meals. In Jenn's book she shares 100 recipes that will up your kitchen
game while surprising you with their ease. With the authority of a professional chef and
the practicality of a busy working mom, Jenn teaches you to improve your cooking one
recipe at a time, with helpful tips on topics such as how to season correctly with salt,
how to balance flavors, and how to make the most of leftovers.
The healthy cookbook for every meal of the day:
 Breakfast favorites like Maple, Coconut & Blueberry Granola and Savory Ham &
Cheese Waffles
 Simple soups, salads, and sandwiches for ideal lunches (try the Fiery Roasted
Tomato Soup paired with Smoked Gouda & Pesto Grilled Cheese Sandwiches)
 Entrées the whole family will love like Buttermilk Fried Chicken Tenders
 Tasty treats for those casual get-togethers like Buttery Cajun Popcorn and Sweet,
Salty & Spicy Pecans
 Go-to sweets such as Toffee Almond Sandies and a Classic Chocolate Lover's
Birthday Cake
Flip through the pages of this book, and you'll want to make every recipe-whether it's an
easy family dinner your kids will love, an indulgent dessert for someone special, or fun
cocktails and appetizers for your friends. This is the book you'll turn to again and again,
and with Jenn by your side in the kitchen, every meal will taste like the best night out!

Jennifer Segal created the popular cooking blog, Once
Upon a Chef, which has followers all over the world
reading her approachable recipes and step-by-step
photos. Her recipes have been featured in The
Huffinton Post, Parade, Miami Herald, O, The Oprah
Magazine and others. Before starting her blog, Jenn
cooked at L’Auberge Chez Francois. She now lives in
Marylnad with her husband and two children.
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FEBRUARY 2018
EVERYTHING IS HORRIBLE AND WONDERFUL:
A Tragicomic Memoir of Genius, Heroin, Love, And Loss
Stephanie Wittels Wachs; Foreword by Aziz Ansari
An Amazon Best Book of the Month featured in Entertainment Weekly, People, NPR's
Weekend Edition, Esquire, and Late Night with Seth Meyers
The space between life and death is a moment.
But it will remain alive in me for hundreds of thousands of future moments.
One phone call. That's all it took to change Stephanie Wittels Wachs' life forever..
Her younger brother Harris, a star in the comedy world known for his work on shows like
Parks and Recreation, had died of a heroin overdose. How do you make sense of such a
tragic end to a life of so much hilarious brilliance?
In beautiful, unsentimental, and surprisingly funny prose, Stephanie Wittels Wachs
alternates between her brother's struggle with addiction, which she learned about three days
before her wedding, and the first year after his death, in all its emotional devastation. This
compelling portrait of a comedic genius and a profound exploration of the love between
siblings is A Year of Magical Thinking for a new generation of readers.
A heartbreaking but hopeful memoir of addiction, grief, and family, Everything is Horrible
and Wonderfulwill make you laugh, cry, and wonder if that possum on the fence is really
your brother's spirit animal.
Praise:
"So beautiful, funny and epically poignant." – Sarah Silverman
“Harrowing, heartbreaking, and cathartic…Wachs writes with immense love, humor, and humanity….Everything about
this book is horrible, wonderful, timely, and not to be missed.” – Booklist (starred review)
"Human and heartbreaking, this sister's story of living with and losing a brother to addiction is a doozy. A great read and
an intimate and illuminating account of an addict's impact on a family." - Bill Clegg, author of Portrait of an Addict as a
Young Man and Did You Ever Have a Family
"Unsentimental and at times even funny, Everything is Horrible and Wonderful is Wachs' journey to make sense of the
senseless, to move from grief to hope, and to let humor light the way." - Bustle
"Every minute more of us know the unique pain of helplessly watching someone we care about descend into the pit of
addiction….This remarkable and movingly told story will break and mend hearts." - David Sheff, author of Beautiful Boy
"In unflinching detail and with remarkable openness, Wachs describes the ugly and complicated nature of mourning
someone who was not only a brother and best friend, but also an addict, a public figure, and a comedic genius whose life
was cut off at the very cusp of success...a powerful debut." – Kirkus
Stephanie Wittels Wach holds a B.F.A in Drama from New York
University's Tisch School of the Arts and an M.A. in Theatre from
the University of Houston School of Theatre and Dance. Her
writing has been featured on Vox, Longform, Longreads, Huffington
Post, Fatherly, Mamamia, Babble, and Medium. Before cofounding the Rec Room, a performance space in downtown
Houston, she was the head of the acting program at Houston’s
esteemed High School for the Performing and Visual Arts. A wellknown voice-over actress, Stephanie is also the co-host of “Hands
Off Parents,” a weekly parenting podcast.
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Holly

September 2019
DO IT DIFFERENTLY: The Anti-Blueprint for Challenging Convention, Embracing Uniqueness, and
Writing Your Own Rules
Jason Zook
Tim Ferriss' The 4-Hour Workweek meets Austin Kleon's Steal Like an Artist in this
book that inspires readers to make their own rules (in both work and life) for
greater success and happiness.
Author Jason Zook certainly walks the walk of "doing things differently." He's had some
crazy schemes -- he's made over a million dollars by convincing more than 1,600
companies to pay him to wear their t-shirt (a project called IWearYour Shirt). Later he
auctioned off his last name twice, for $50K a pop. He then self-published his first
book Creativity for Sale by nabbing sponsors and generating $75K in revenue. Now he is
writing a book targeted to creative entrepreneurs like himself -- the anti-blueprint for
creating a life full of meaning and doing work on your own terms.
Jason is a spirit guide of sorts, offering strategies for honing in on what makes you weird,
recognizing when feedback is just another form of procrastination, and how to stop with
social media already. He also provides a specific set of strategies and exercises that can
help readers prioritize their lives over their businesses, by identifying their nonnegotiable and nice-to-have metrics to calculate their MMM (Minimum Monthly Magic)
number. He also offers examples from his own life: how he got out of $124K worth of
debt, escaped the pressure to have a big wedding, and has thrived on social media by
primarily ignoring it.
Do it Differently is the permission slip readers need to take that big risk. To finally chase
down that big idea. And to let go of "supposed to" thoughts. There are no silver bullets,
but Jason provides the much-needed guidance and real-life tools for creating a custombuilt life.
.

Jason Zook certainly follows his own advice. After
launching three widely touted businesses, Jason selfpublished his first book, Creativity for Sale. He and his
wife are the founders of Wandering Aimfully, a
membership community designed to help independent
creatives thrive.
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OTHER BOOKS OF INTEREST
FICTION
ENCHANTED ISLANDS by Alison Amend

Nan A Talese May 2016

"Enchanted Islands is a many faceted jewel. It's a spy thriller, a survivalist memoir and a portrait of a
marriage. It's a story of female friendships … A great summer read, a fabulous story for all seasons,
Enchanted Islands will carry you away." - Chicago Tribune
Inspired by the midcentury memoirs of Frances Conway, Enchanted Islands is the dazzling story of an
independent woman whose path takes her far from her native Minnesota when she and her husband, an
undercover intelligence officer, are sent to the Galápagos Islands at the brink of World War II. Drawing
on the rich history of the early twentieth century and set against a large, colorful canvas, Enchanted
Islands boldly examines the complexity of female friendship, the universal pursuit of a place to call
home, and the reverberations of secrets we keep from others and from ourselves.

THE UGLY by Alexander Boldizar

Brooklyn Arts Press May 2016

“The Ugly is a globe-trotting tour de force that examines the complex relationship between words and
actions." --Foreword Reviews (5 stars, editor's choice)
"Even those with only a passing familiarity will nevertheless appreciate his muscular critique of
conflicts both intellectual and physical. A surprising treat." --Publishers Weekly
"Consistently hilarious." -Kirkus Reviews (featured review)
Muzhduk the Ugli the Fourth is a 300-pound boulder-throwing mountain man from Siberia whose tribal
homeland is stolen by an American lawyer out to build a butterfly conservatory for wealthy tourists. In
order to restore his people’s land and honor, Muzhduk must travel to Harvard Law School to learn how
to throw words instead of boulders. His anarchic adventures span continents, from Siberia to Cambridge
to Africa, as he fights fellow students, Tuareg rebels, professors of law, dark magic, bureaucrats,
heatstroke, postmodernists, and eventually time and space. A wild existential comedic romp, The Ugly
tells the tale of a flawed and unlikely hero struggling against the machine that shapes the people who
govern our world.. Rights sold: Czech/Jota

WE LOVE YOU CHARLIE FREEMAN by Kaitlyn Greenidge

Algonquin Books March 2016

*Named one of The New York Times Best Books of 2016*
“A terrifically auspicious debut.” —Janet Maslin, The New York Times
“A magnificently textured, vital, visceral feat of storytelling . . . [by] a sharp, poignant, extraordinary new
voice of American literature.” —Téa Obreht, author of The Tiger’s Wife
The Freeman family have been invited to participate in a research experiment. They will live in an
apartment with Charlie, a young chimp abandoned by his mother, and welcome him into their family. But
when Charlotte discovers the truth about the institute’s history of questionable studies, the secrets of the
past invade the present in devious ways. What appears to be a story of mothers and daughters, of sisterhood
put to the test, of adolescent love and grown-up misconduct, becomes a provocative and compelling
exploration of America’s failure to find a language to talk about race.
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THE MOMENT OF TRUTH by Damian McNicholl

Pegasus 2017

“McNicholl’s moving novel, rich in emotion and written with style and precision (the bullfighting scenes
have the crisp clarity of Hemingway), strikes a fine balance between love story and historical adventure.
Though he sets the book in another place and time and evokes both vividly, McNicholl uses the sensibilities
of his heroine to give the story a very modern-seeming immediacy.” – Booklist
Inspired by true events, THE MOMENT OF TRUTH finds an art student facing down life, death, love, and
glory in the bullfighting rings of 1950s Mexico. Texan art student Kathleen Boyd has been dreaming about
becoming a matador since her beloved father took her to the bullfighting ring when she was just a child.
Now a young woman, her disapproving fiancé and her practical-minded mother see her dream only as a
foolish flight of fancy. Kathleen relocates to Mexico and finds herself under the instruction of a retired
matador who is intent on asserting his dominance in their partnership. While Kathleen struggles to perform
alongside the unwelcoming men of Mexico’s bullfighting scene, a forbidden romance quickly ignites
between Kathleen and another bullfighter. As time passes, Kathleen must face her own moment of truth
and seize the success that she has worked toward for so long, in a world that has always belonged to men.

RADIO GIRLS by Sarah-Jane Stratford

NAL 2016

The Globe & Mail and National Post bestseller!
"If the early days of the BBC sound like a recipe for hitting the snooze button, think again. Sarah-Jane
Stratford's cracker- jack historical novel Radio Girls smartly tunes in to the beginnings of
Britain's broadcasting behemoth....Radio Girls is a hit." – USA Today
London, 1926. American-raised Maisie Musgrave is thrilled to land a job as a secretary at the upstart
British Broadcasting Corporation, whose use of radio—still new, strange, and electrifying—is captivating
the nation. But when she unearths a shocking conspiracy, she and her boss join forces to make their voices
heard both on and off the air…and then face the dangerous consequences of telling the truth for a living..
Rights sold: UK/Allison & Busby; German/btb

THE BOOKSELLER by Cynthia Swanson
2015

HarperCollins

A provocative and hauntingly powerful debut novel reminiscent of Sliding Doors, The Bookseller follows a
woman in the 1960s who must reconcile her reality with the tantalizing alternate world of her dreams. Film
rights optioned to Julia Roberts (attached to star and produce). Over 85,000 copies sold in the US
Rights sold: UK/Two Roads; Arabic/ASP; Bulgarian/ERA Media; Catalan/La Campana; Chinese
(simplified)/BHWT; Chinese (complex)/Crown; Czech/Dobrovsky; Estonian/Eram Books;
French/Mosaic; German/Diana Verlag; Hebrew/Ahavot; Hungarian/Gabo Kiado; Italian/Garzanti;
Polish/Wydawnictwo Kobiece; Portuguese (Brazil)/Companhia das Letras; Portuguese
(Portugal)/Bertrand; Russian/AST; Turkish/Marti Yayinlari
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YOUNG ADULT / MIDDLE GRADE / CHILDREN’S
STARFISH by Akemi Dawn Bowman

Simon Pulse 2017

“*Junior Library Guild Selection* *2018 William C. Morris Award Finalist*

*New York Public Library 2017 Best Book for Teens*
A gorgeous and emotionally resonant debut novel about a half-Japanese teen who grapples with
social anxiety and her narcissist mother in the wake of a crushing rejection from art school. Kiko
Himura has always had a hard time saying exactly what she’s thinking. With a mother who makes her
feel unremarkable and a half-Japanese heritage she doesn’t quite understand, Kiko is certain that once she
makes it into her dream art school, Prism, her real life will begin. But when she doesn’t get in, she joins a
childhood friend to leave her small town and tour art schools on the west coast. And now that she is
finally free to be her own person outside the constricting walls of her home life, Kiko learns life-changing
truths about herself, her past, and how to be brave. From debut author Akemi Dawn Bowman comes a
luminous, heartbreaking story of identity, family, and the beauty that emerges when we embrace our true
selves. Rights sold: UKANZ/Black & White Publishing; French/Pocket Jeunesse; Latin
America/V&R

A RIDDLE IN RUBY series by Kent Davis

Greenwillow 2015, 2016, 2017

“A combustive delight. Fans of Snicket-ian gloom will revel in the thrill. …Dastardly, heroic, and

powerful roles are played by both sexes, but this tale is well-populated by members of the not-soweaker sex who are ready to throw a punch. …Piracy, pyrotechnics, prison—prodigious.”
- Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
A middle-grade fantasy-adventure series for fans of Jonathan Stroud, Septimus Heap, and The
Very Nearly Honorable League of Pirates
In a world where alchemy—that peculiar mix of magic and science—has fueled the industrial
revolution, Ruby Teach is a thief-in-training and a keeper of secrets—ones she doesn't even know
herself. Little did she know that her whole life has been spent in hiding from nefarious secret societies
and the Royal Navy…who are both now on her trail. In the second volume, Ruby has become the
enemy’s prisoner. Ruby’s blood holds a secret, one that could turn the tides of the looming war for
whomever unlocks it first. Her motley crew of friends must race against time to locate the hidden
fortress where she’s being held. But the one person who could help them is Ruby’s mysterious and
powerful mother, and no one has seen her since Ruby’s birth. In the gripping final book in the Riddle
in Ruby trilogy, Ruby and her friends must save their city from an evil scientist with nefarious plans.
Rights sold: Greek/Fantastikos

CHARLIE THE RANCH DOG by Ree Drummond

HarperChildrens 2011

Charlie's a ranch dog. Breakfast is his life, especially when bacon is involved. Charlie has dangly ears,
floppy skin, and big fat paws. And he loves living in the country. That's because he works like a
dog...fixing fences, gardening, and helping his family out on the range. Yep, it's all work, all the time for
Charlie the ranch dog. In fact, he's probably working right now...Zzzzzzz....A ranch dog's work is never
done! Come along as Ree Drummond, The Pioneer Woman, introduces us to her beloved short-legged
pioneer dog named Charlie. Rights sold: French (Canada)/Scholastic Canada; Spanish/Scholastic

MONUMENT 14 by Emmy Laybourne

Feiwel & Friends 2012

In Emmy Laybourne's action-packed debut novel, six high school kids (some popular, some not), two
eighth graders (one a tech genius), and six little kids trapped together in a chain superstore build a refuge
for themselves inside. While outside, a series of escalating disasters, beginning with a monster hailstorm
and ending with a chemical weapons spill, seems to be tearing the world―as they know it―apart. Over
250,000 copies sold worldwide and an international bestseller.
Rights sold: UKANZ/Hodder; Czech/Baronet; French/Hachette Jeunesse; German/Heyne Fleigt;
Italian/Newton Compton; Polish/Rebis; Russian/AST; Spanish/Hidra; Thai/Words Wonder;
Turkish/Pegasus
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NONFICTION
THE SELF-TAUGHT PROGRAMMER: The Definitive Guide to Programming Professionally
by Cory Altoff
self-published 2017
If you want to program professionally, it is not enough to learn to code; that is why, in addition to helping
you learn to program, self-taught programmer Cory Althoff covers the rest of the things you need to know
to program professionally that classes and books don't teach you. THE SELF-TAUGHT PROGRAMMER
is a roadmap, a guide to take you from writing your first Python program, to passing your first technical
interview. Rights sold: Chinese (simplified)/Post & Telecommunications Press; Japanese/Nikkei
Business Publications; Korean/Hanbit; Polish/Helion; Russian/Eksmo

THE SOUP CLEANSE: A Revolutionary Detox of Nourishing Soups and Healing Broths
by Angela Blatteis & Vivienne Vella
Grand Central 2016
The ideal alternative to juicing, The Soup Cleanse offers all the natural benefits of whole fruit and
vegetables, but with more fiber and less sugar, making it a healthier, gentler and more sustainable way of
eating. With 50 delicious recipes and easy-to-follow detox programmes, you'll learn how to nourish and
purify your body while flooding it with essential nutrients, as you sip your way through high-fibre soups
packed full of regenerative wholefood ingredients. Get ready to rejuvenate, revitalise and reclaim your
health - one sip at a time! Souping is the new juicing! Rights sold: UK/Quercus; Czech/Jota;
Danish/People’s Press; German/Graefe & Unser; Portuguese (Portugal)/Objetiva; Spanish/Zenith
Planeta

CRAZY IS MY SUPERPOWER: How I Triumphed By Breaking Bones, Breaking Hearts, and Breaking
The Rules by AJ Brooks
Crown 2017
New York Times Hardcover Bestseller!
From beloved WWE diva and three-time champion - and Twitter powerhouse with over 5 million
followers - AJ Brooks, an inspirational memoir about how her greatest weaknesses became the very
means for her success, in the ring and in life.
AJ Brooks is a powerhouse – strong, sassy, quirky, and totally confident. But that wasn't always the
case. Once upon a time, she was a quiet girl growing up in poverty, enduring familial abuse, and trying to
act "normal" when she felt anything but. When she dropped out of school and began to pursue a career in
the WWE, Brooks came to discover that a little "crazy" was exactly what she needed to succeed. Despite
constant protestations that the formula for success as a female wrestler was being busty and brainless,
Brooks created her own character that was a genuine representation of herself: nerdy, enthusiastic, and a
bit of psycho.Focused on her journey to self-acceptance, and infused with plenty of humor and heart, this
book will appeal to Brooks' loyal fans and lovers of the WWE, anyone affected by mental disorder, and
members of nerd culture who are looking for a place where they belong.

GEEK GIRL RISING: Inside the Sisterhood Shaking Up Tech
by Heather Cabot and Samantha Parent Walravens

St. Martin’s 2017

Meet the women who haven't asked for permission from Silicon Valley to chase their dreams. They are
going for it -- building the next generation of tech start-ups, investing in each other's ventures, crushing
male hacker stereotypes and rallying women and girls everywhere to join the digital revolution. Geek Girl
Rising isn't about the famous tech trailblazers you already know, like Sheryl Sandberg and Marissa Mayer.
Instead, veteran journalists Heather Cabot and Samantha Walravens introduce readers to the fearless
female entrepreneurs and technologists fighting at the grassroots level for an ownership stake in the
revolution that's changing the way we live, work and connect to each other. Rights sold: Chinese
(simplified)/Truth & Wisdom Press
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DAILY RITUALS by Mason Currey

Knopf 2013

A compilation of 161 inspired—and inspiring—minds, among them, novelists, poets, playwrights,
painters, philosophers, scientists, and mathematicians, who describe how they subtly maneuver the many
(self-inflicted) obstacles and (self-imposed) daily rituals to get done the work they love to do, whether by
waking early or staying up late; whether by self-medicating with doughnuts or bathing, drinking vast
quantities of coffee, or taking long daily walks. Over 250,000 copies in print worldwide.
Rights sold: UK/Picador; Chinese (simplified)/Shanghai Literature & Art; Chinese
(complex)/Linking; Czech/Orsini; Dutch/Maven; French (France)/Autrement; French
(Canada)/Saint-Jean Editeur; German/Kein & Aber; Greek/Key Books; Japanese/Filmart Sha;
Korean/KPI; Polish/GW Foksal; Portuguese (Brazil)/Elsevier; Russian/Alpina; Spanish/Turner
Libros; Thai/A Book; Turkish/Kolektif

UNSUBSCRIBE: How To Kill Email Anxiety, Avoid Distractions, and Get Real Work Done
by Jocelyn Glei
Public Affairs 2016
A modern, no-nonsense guide to getting rid of email anxiety, reclaiming your productivity, and spending
more time on the work that matters. Email is killing our productivity. What was once a powerful and
essential tool for doing our daily work has become a near-constant source of frustration, anxiety, and
distraction. With illustrations, activities, and checklists, Unsubscribe makes learning how to become a zen
master of email simple and—dare we say—fun. Rights sold: UK/Piatkus; Russian/Atticus-Azbooka

MIRACLES WE HAVE SEEN: America’s Leading Physicians Share Stories They Can’t Forget
by Harley Rotbart
HCI 2016
“Will stay with you long after you put the book down. You will be moved to tears.” – Jack Canfield
This is a book of miracles―medical events witnessed by leading physicians for which there is no
reasonable medical explanation, or, if there is, the explanation itself is extraordinary. These dramatic
first-person essays detail spectacular serendipities, impossible cures, breathtaking resuscitations,
extraordinary awakenings, and recovery from unimaginable disasters. Still other essays give voice to
cases in which the physical aspects were less dramatic than the emotional aspects, yet miraculous and
transformational for everyone involved. Positive impacts left in the wake of even the gravest of
tragedies, profound triumphs of heart and spirit. It reminds us that what we don't know or don't
understand isn't necessarily cause for fear, and can even be reason for hope. TV rights optioned by
Sony Pictures Television with Dr. Oz to executive produce.

BEAUTIFUL MONEY: The 4-Week Total Makeover by Leanne Jacobs

Tarcher 2017

This revolutionary four-week financial/wealth plan shows you how to transform your relationship
with money from the inside out by exploring your financial behaviors and beliefs. The Beautiful
Money program is based on the simple but powerful premise that in order to achieve true wealth, you
must connect and align your inner self with clear and specific external actions. Based on Leanne
Jacobs’ popular Beautiful Money course, this book shows you how to customize your daily schedule
and work life so that each and every day produces emotional and financial dividends. Taking on a
holistic approach to increasing net worth. Rights sold: French & French Canadian/Sogides;
Japanese/Discover 21; Korean/Axia
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MENTAL: Lithium, Love, and Losing My Mind by Jaime Lowe

Blue Rider Press 2017

“Lowe writes with verve and rhythm and willed forthrightness about her endless search for stability
and sanity, and about wondering which self—stable or unstable—is the real one, worthy of love.” –
The New Yorker
A riveting memoir and a fascinating investigation of the history, uses, and controversies behind
lithium, an essential medication for millions of people struggling with bipolar disorder. In Mental,
Lowe shares and investigates her story of episodic madness, as well as the stability she found while
on lithium. She interviews scientists, psychiatrists, and patients to examine how effective lithium
really is and how its side effects can be dangerous for long-term users—including Lowe, who after
twenty years on the medication suffers from severe kidney damage. Mental is eye-opening and
powerful, tackling an illness and drug that has touched millions of lives and yet remains shrouded in
social stigma.

SUNDAY SUPPERS: Recipes + Gatherings by Karen Mordechai

Clarkson Potter 2014

Rediscover the art of cooking and eating communally with a beautiful, simple collection of meals for
friends and family. With her dinner series Sunday Suppers and her new international “Sobramesa” seires,
Karen Mordechai celebrates the magic of gathering, bringing together friends and strangers to connect over
the acts of cooking and sharing meals. For those who yearn to connect around the table, Karen’s simple,
seasonally driven recipes, evocative photography, and understated styling form a road map to creating
community in their own kitchens and in offbeat locations. This collection of gatherings will inspire a sense
of adventure and community for both the novice and experienced cook alike.

ON POWER: My Journey Through the Corridors of Power and How You Can Get More Power
by Gene Simmons
Dey Street 2017
“You literally can turn to any page, pick a random sentence and likely find potent words of wisdom.”
— Wall Street Journal
Gene Simmons, multi-hyphenate entrepreneur, master of self-invention, and co-founder of one of the
most iconic rock groups of all time, shares his philosophy on power—how to attain it, how to keep it,
and how to harness it as a driving force in business and in life. Inspired by Niccolo Machiavelli’s The
Prince, Simmons offers his unique take on the dynamics of power in every realm of life, from the
bedroom to the boardroom, to the world of rock, celebrity, and social media, to politics. With one-of-akind anecdotes from his life and career, as well as stories from historical and contemporary masters of
power, including Winston Churchill, Napoleon Bonaparte, Warren Buffett, Michael Jordon, Oprah, and
Elon Musk, Simmons crafts a persuasive and provocative theory on how the pursuit of power drives
civilization and defines our lives. Rights sold: Czech/Beverly Matous; Russian/Exmo;
Vietnamese/Van Lang Culture

A DIFFERENT KIND OF DAUGHTER:
Twelve 2016
The Girl Who Hid From The Taliban In Plain Sight by Maria Toorpakai Wazir with Katharine Holstein
"Armed with a squash racket and enormous will, Maria Toorpakai has risen from the turmoil of tribal
life in Pakistan to become not only a world class athlete, but a true inspiration, a pioneer for millions of
other women struggling to pave their own paths to autonomy, fulfillment, and genuine personhood.”
—Khaled Hosseini, #1 New York Times bestselling author
The story of Maria Toorpakai Wazir, a world-ranked Pakistani squash player who hid her gender from
the Taliban and lived as a boy to walk among her persecutors—fooling them before facing them head on,
and then playing to win. Heart-stopping and profoundly moving, Maria shares the story of her long road
and eventual triumph, pursuing the sport she loved, defying death threats and following her dream.
Rights sold: UKANZ/Bluebird; Canadian/Viking; German/ Heyne; Italian/Rizzoli; Polish/SQN;
Portuguese (Portugal)/Porto; Spanish/Penguin Random House
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DIET RIGHT FOR YOUR PERSONALITY TYPE: The Revolutionary 4-Week Weight Loss Plan That
Works For You by Jen Widerstrom
Harmony 2017
Health and fitness expert Jennifer Widerstrom has learned one important thing through her work with
contestants on television’s The Biggest Loser and her clients who have collectively lost thousands of
pounds: when it comes to dieting, one size does not fit all. Now, in her first book, Widerstrom has
developed a revolutionary plan for maximizing weight loss and keeping it off once and for all by eating
right for your specific personality type: the Everyday Hero (who always puts themselves last), the
Rebel (who is impulsive and noncommittal), the Organized Doer (the type-A personality who craves
routine and rules), the Swinger (the adventurous type who follows the trendiest fads), or the Never
Ever (who believes if the pants don't fit, buy bigger pants). Once they've identified their type, readers
will be guided through a four-week diet and fitness plan that caters to their own individual strengths
and weaknesses. With motivational advice, meal plans, recipes, exercise plans, and more, readers will
finally learn how to effectively lose weight and maintain a lasting healthy lifestyle
Rights sold: Chinese (complex)/Sun Color; Czech/Dobrovsky
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